Undergraduate Commencement Ceremonies
Friday, Dec. 15, 2023

College of Applied and Collaborative Studies
College of Health and Public Service
8 a.m. – UNT Coliseum

G. Brint Ryan College of Business
12 p.m. – UNT Coliseum

Saturday, Dec. 16, 2023

College of Engineering
College of Information
College of Science
8 a.m. – UNT Coliseum

College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences I
12 p.m. – UNT Coliseum
- Anthropology
- Communication Studies
- Dance and Theatre
- Economics
- Geography and the Environment

International Studies
- Media Arts
- Psychology
- Sociology
- Technical Communication

Doctoral and Master’s Commencement Ceremonies
Sunday, Dec. 17, 2023

Doctoral/Master’s II
4 p.m. – UNT Coliseum
- English
- History
- Integrative Studies
- Philosophy and Religion
- Political Science
- Social Science

Spanish
- World Languages, Literatures and Cultures
- Frank W. and Sue Mayborn School of Journalism

UNT is hosting a virtual commencement experience for students who earned their degree remotely via online learning options or who cannot participate in their college’s in-person ceremony. See the link to the virtual experience at commencement.unt.edu/schedule starting Friday, Dec. 15.
University of North Texas

For more than 130 years, the University of North Texas has served as a guiding star committed to ensuring students are supported to become Texas’ leaders of tomorrow. Our students and alumni embody creativity, curiosity and something else that distinguishes them and makes them successful — resiliency. These qualities are in UNT’s DNA, borne of an independent spirit that sets us apart. From admitting women on our opening day to pioneering water quality research for the region, establishing the nation’s first jazz studies program and becoming one of the first universities in Texas to desegregate, UNT always takes the road less traveled on our path to excellence.

From humble origins in a rented space above a hardware store in downtown Denton, UNT has grown into one of the nation’s largest and most diverse public universities and the largest in the North Texas region. We’re a thriving Tier One public research university with nearly 47,000 students and a path to any career. Designated a Minority-Serving and Hispanic-Serving Institution, we’re dedicated to inclusion and reflecting the population of Texas. And as a catalyst for creativity, we launch new ideas, perspectives and innovations.

As we’ve grown, so have our reach and impact. Our programs are nationally and internationally recognized. Our research and scholarship spans the arts, science, engineering and everything in between. Our world-class faculty are making breakthroughs every day. And our students and alumni from all walks of life push boundaries and tap into their imaginations to transform the world around them.

University of North Texas Traditions

University Seal: At the top of the UNT seal is the lamp of learning, burning with an eternal flame representing academic achievement and excellence. The laurel wreath represents honor, and the beveled Lone Star in the center symbolizes the great state of Texas.

University Day: First celebrated in 1961, when our name changed from North Texas State College to North Texas State University, this spring event includes a flag parade, music, food and celebrations of our history and traditions.

Lighting of McConnell Tower: Green lights, first installed by the Talons in the 1970s, shine on McConnell Tower after athletic victories and for special occasions.

Scrappy, the Eagle Mascot: The student body chose the Eagle as our mascot in 1922 for its keen eye, strength, independence and loyalty. In 1950, students named the first live bird mascot “Scrappy,” which later became the name of the human mascot. The Eagle was known by other names through the years, including “Eppy” in the 1980s. But in 1995, our modern-day Scrappy returned to the nest as the Mean Green’s biggest fan.

Eagle Claw: The Eagle hand sign is our universal sign of pride and unity. To display your pride: 1. Hold up your fist. 2. Make a “V” for Victory using your pointer and middle fingers. 3. Extend your thumb and curl your fingers and thumb slightly toward your palm.

Glory to the Green and White

Music by: Julia Smith    Lyrics by: Charles Langford

Singing glory to the green, Singing glory to the white,
For we know our university is striving for the right;
Down the corridor of years, we’ll forget the joys and tears,
But North Texas, North Texas, we love.

Pomp and Circumstance was recorded by the UNT Wind Orchestra, conducted by Dr. Andrew Trachsel.
To be included in the commencement program, students must have met the required deadlines and be approved to participate by October 20. Inclusion in the commencement program or participation in commencement ceremonies does not indicate completion of degree requirements or final awarding of the degree.
Candidates for Honors
Fall Commencement
College of Applied and Collaborative Studies

- Colleen Jenkins Anson
- Michelle Baker
- Melissa Dawn Ballard
- Kaden T. Brunson
- Yu Cao
- Samantha Lynn Chapin
- Dylan Michael Conkwright
- John Marvin Curry
- Barbara Lizeth Daniels
- Brittani Michelle Davenport
- Carlos Diaz
- Jennifer R. Duffey
- Tara Kaitlyn Duncan
- Edem Mawuena Dzokoto
- Martha Ann Espinoza
- Michael Roy Facchina
- Helen C. Ferreira Barosa

- Patrick Lee Fletcher
- Leah Kristen Flippin
- Alexander Abraham Foster
- Angela E. Garza
- Christian Dubon Gussman
- Yeejin Hahn
- Brooke Lynn Hammer
- William T. Hannah
- Lauren Paige Henderson
- Eugene Henton
- Laura Catalina Hemdon
- Marissa Catherine Hubble
- Jennifer L. Hughes
- Regan Rayann Johnson
- Erika Fayie Joshy
- Steven Judson
- Christy Lynn Kiefert

- Jill Kley
- Zachary Aaron Kruebbe
- Jared Israel Leeper
- Jokeeta Marzett
- Christina M. McCowan
- Roy Anthony Mondello
- Meggan Morgan
- Dornaz Niknezhad
- Cole E. Nyangaro
- Neiman Christopher Oquin
- Matthew Pagano
- Brennan J. Palminter
- Huong Nguyen Quynh Dam
- Gomathi Ramesh
- Candelaria Ray
- Margaret Elizabeth Reed
- Jillian Sara Reis

- Jennifer Ashley Richberg
- Miranda Seleste Rios
- Quinton Oenal Ross
- Lauren Nicole Rufner
- Holly Helen Santos
- Arianna Janae Sasser
- Christopher Shannon
- Adalgisa Shull
- Henry T. Tran
- Biplab Wagle
- Michele Annette Wainscott
- Lita A. Wirth
- Megan Pamela Wynne
- Todd William Yezak

College of Education

- Rosa Evangelina Aguirre
- Jovana Veronica Alanis
- Natalya C. Allen
- Isabella Gisel Amezquita
- Noah Bae
- Cameron Shoko Baker
- Michelle H. Basurto
- Shelby L. Bennett
- Meredith A. Bowling
- Gwynndolyr R. Bryan
- Sydney Bunce
- Samuel Cunningham
- Anna Marie Dallmann
- Lauren Alexis Davis
- Tori Davis
- Marcos Alejandro De La Llana
- Kelsie Ann Delap
- Emily Diaz
- Faith Minh-Nguyet Dinh
- Alida Doko
- Olivia G. Duble
- Emma K. Dunworth
- Desiree A. Durieux
- Kaitlyn Rene Dyksra
- Jared R. Eaken
- Panisia Chloe English

- Ashleigh M. Fisher
- Devyn Kari Flannery
- Ethan Connell Fortune
- Nathan K. Frazier
- Jessica Galaz
- Mason Russell Garner
- Abigail Alayne Gentry
- Mackenzie Grace Hampton
- Leah V. Hanson
- Aum Hansoty
- Haley Elizabeth Harig
- Samantha K. Harmon
- Austin Alan Hall
- Cadon Pryor Hill
- Natalia Marie Hollis
- Katianna Elise Hooper
- Yammin Huang
- Julie Lizeth Huerta
- Yaneth G. Huerta
- Carly Sinclair Jackson
- Jachais Dejion Jenkins
- Emily Nicole Jimenez
- David John
- Macy A. John
- Alysha Renae Johnson
- Grace Catherine Joiner
- Cynfani Senjo Jones
- Samuel K. Jones
- Madison Claire jumper
- Niharika Rajiv Kamat
- Tamara Ehab Kashhash
- Brooke A. Kaszynski

- Alexis A. King
- Jake Thomas Kulhanek
- Logan C. Landers
- Jackson Dean Landley
- Madeline Joana Lemus
- Cynthia Rose Lopez
- Emily Allison Lynch
- Emily Jordan Lyon
- Eryn Jenina Martin
- Mackenzie K. Marusak
- Nadia Marie Mata
- Kassidy Paige McAllister
- Isabelle Anneaule McDonald
- Grace Lillian McFadden
- Lars Alevkriot McLeod
- Talyana Nichelle Meadows
- Melanie Isabel Millar
- Melissa L. Moffett
- Isabella Grace Mooney
- Alesandra Aleli Morales
- Camryn Victoria Neal
- Madelynn Nicole Newman
- Amanda Grace Oquist
- Marysol I. Ortega
- Christina Oluwabunmi Osinubi
- Kiley Morgan Pardon
- Jayden K. Parsley
- Abigail Marie Pena
- Jennifer A. Pelka
- Nathaniel Saul Pleitez
- Valerie Ramirez
- Dafine Tais Ramos

- Caleb D. Ramsey
- Elizabeth Nicole Rankin
- Amanda R. Rasti
- Isabelle Rios
- Kayla Brianna Evadney Rodgers
- Savanna M. Rupman
- Alyph Saman
- Jasmine Esmeralda Sanchez
- Elizabeth Ann Schroeter
- Emma H. Seligman
- Tanner Wayne Sessums
- Jillian L. Sides
- Yubeidy Sierra
- Summer N. Skaggs
- Stacie Nicole Smith
- Marla Lilliana Suarez
- Tyler Matthew Thomas
- Katheryn Grace Tilley
- Celine Marie Tobias
- Pricila Torres
- Jenae Ianna Tousant
- Pricila E. Triana
- Samantha Trujillo Gomez
- Tindalli Brenlee Turner
- Jennalyn K. Vaught
- Katie N. Veverka
- Alia Wali
- Marissa Welch
- Payton Reed Wheeler
- Essence De'Cole Williams
- Malakey-Wells Emil Zaninari
- Neema Abbas Ziaie

College of Engineering

- Yousif Al-Hamadani
- Diego Luciano Aleman
- Brandon William Bosch
- Karan Bahadur Budhathoki
- Rajit Budhathoki
- Dennis Russell Byington
- Batool Yasser Dalloul
- Abdul Majid Dergham
- Jeremy D. Duffinger
- Samantha Jo Fisher
- Dalia Sofia Garza
- Agustin Gaspers
- Thomas Ricky Gibbons

- Wei Hang Guo
- Manoj Gurung
- Ngoc Yen Nhi Ha
- Miranda Deseree Hardwicke
- Cody Quinn Hogan
- Brendan Paul Jones
- Lorene Emmalee Keland
- Minh Hien Luong
- Luis A. Martinez
- Megan Elizabeth McAdams
- Isaac McPherson
- Leif S. Messinger
- Mya N. Miller

- Hans Martin Nelson
- Dang Xuan Hai Nguyen
- Alexander J. Noggle
- Manushi Parajuli
- Katelyn De‘Von Pietr-Provo
- Oliver Wesley Ponder
- Vladimir Purtskhvanidze
- Dugan Rehan
- Gabriel Omar Sanchez
- Jonathan Skaria Santibsho
- Kamren Mitchell Sargent
- Alex Sekung
- Alexander Joseph Seneca

- Fatima Maher Shibli
- Bijay Shrestha
- Jared Singleton
- Cole Michael Stoltz
- Benjamin D. Strange
- Elizabeth A. Tan
- Ali Tayyari
- Kim Do Tran
- Long Phuoc Tran
- Noah James Gregory Valaniste
- Gage Alan Vanhaverbeke
- Hoang Huyn Vu
- Joshua Christian Wilson

College of Health and Public Service

- Gianne M. Abrabano
- Oluwatobiloba Ademola Adenekan
- Naushine Ahmed
- Sarah Ebunoluwa Ajayi
- Janney Zujej Alcala

- Taleah Ashlyn Allen
- Victoria Rose Altiere
- Samantha A. Alvarez
- Megan Marie Ancar
- Victoria Marie Andolino

- Brianna Kay Arnold
- Mary Baggett
- Jason C. Barron
- Kaydenv V. Beinsen
- Sarah Aylin Beskok

- Aairin R. Bijani
- Kaylyn R. Broussard
- Cailey Grace Brown
- Samantha Y. Bui
- Jasmine Rena Butler

*Summer 2023 Graduate
College of Merchandising, Hospitality and Tourism


College of Music

Ian J. Aigner-Varoz  Sabrina Elizabeth Allard  Ronald W. Bonitatis  Celia C. Bowen  Kristina Raine Bradley  Carson E. Brooke  Kaylee Claire Brue  James Kevin Caldwell


G. Brint Ryan College of Business


Jessica Linett Ruvalcaba  Grace Elizabeth Schooley*  Evan James Scott*  Kelsey Claire Stanley  Mallory Marie Tapia  Dante Torres Alcantara*  Megan C. Whiteside*  Adia Yao  Celestina Veronica Zamora  Craig E. Smith  Krister O. Sweeney-Centeno  Abby L. Van Sice  Hannah G. Wins  Matthew Saharat Wood

*Summer 2023 Graduate
College of Science

Morgan Elise Bonner
Ariana Elisabeth Bradley
Jasmine R. Brown
Reece Warren Brown
Benjamin S. Bruffett
Breaann Alexsis Bryant*
Sophia Buitrago
Jason Marquez Bush
Daniel Jose Callejas Cordero
Ricardo Camachos
Allen Arellano Campos*
Amarelis Cardenas
Elisabeth J. Careel
Savannah L. Castleberry
Yasin Berk Cebeci
Courtney Gizzelle Chavarria
Christopher Anwar Chedid
Haylea Brice Cloys
Jesse A. Cook
Austin Lee Cooper
Tyler L. Culley
Scout Hennessy Dale
Lauren A. Danileus
Thi Kim Phung Dang
Sarah Danso*
Lillian Kate Darroch
Austin D. Davis*
Gabriella Davis*
Pamela Daniel Day
Trista O. Dodd
Enrique Jessen Dolor III
Erik Dominguez
Rachael Michelle Edgar*
Delani Rae Edwards
Sydney O’Neil Edwards
David Clayton Elliott
Akshay Errabolu
Laud Essijono
Jean Luc Feliciano Rivera*
Thomas John Figueroa
Laudia Leigh Figueroa
Akshi Parimala Figueroa
Fatemeh Mohammadian*
Shelby Marie Figueroa
Brenna Kathryn McClay
Joseph G. Martini*
Emory Jayden Leyda
Daniel J. Leffman
Kelly Quynh Nhu Le*
Faith Elizabeth Labry
Nikitha A. Kurian
Hallie Jean Kolb*
Ilya Nicole Kelly
Krishna Ketanku Joshi*
Eeshan Makrand Joshi*
Carl Jacobsen
Lavionne Corvetta Huff
Divanny L. Holguin*
Dalton Alexander Hester
Yuri Resendiz Heredia*
Sambridee Mahat
Nhu “Riley” Mai
Iris Narobia Martin
Sarai Manuelita Martinez
Joshua Mascarones*
Saul Adam Mata
Danny Korah Mathew
Colben K. Mayo
Tyler David McBride
Jessica M. Gonzalez
Parker T. Graves
Mikeya Christiana Hamilton
Sarah V. Hammond
Akbar Haryani
Alia Haseeb*
Cole Hawkins
Zachary Paul Hentschel
Vaugn Jose Highlen*
William C. Howells
Isabellia Louise Humpert*
Leticia Jaimez-Demecio
Vivek Jaiswal
Ricardo Jasso
Otuwalere Iyinoluoji Jimi-Shodeko
Rachelle Bailey Johnson
Pierce Mason Johnson*
Gareth J. Jones
Eunha Jung
Shirmah M. Khan
Warisha Khan
Supriya Khatiwa
Lauren Ashleigh Kinser
Austin William Kissam
Ivy E. Knight
Caden Andrew Knighten
Joshua Math Kootoor
Ashley Hope Kowsalski
Justin Daniel Labonte
Mikeya Gracie Lagana
Lucas Eugene Lavadour*
Dung Thi My Le
Elizabeth Le*
Sydney N. Levy*
Cece Harriet Lieberman
Lauren Amelia Lockwood
Jesus B. Lopez
Andrew Scott Lowrie
Nicholas Ray Madsen
Pembari Runyararo Koro Mati
Sambridee Mahat
Nhu “Riley” Mai
Iris Narobia Martin
Sarai Manuelita Martinez
Joshua Mascarones*
Saul Adam Mata
Danny Korah Mathew
Colben K. Mayo
Tyler David McBride
Me’Chole Marie McGuire*
Amy Elizabeth McManus
Alan J. McCall
Marisa Nicole Medrano
Veronica Mendola*
James B. Meza
Payton Elizabeth Miller
Seth T. Miller
Natalie Paige Mornan*
Diana Consuelo Murillo
Amanda Marie Neinast
Thi Anh Nguyet Nguyen
Zachary James Norris*
Ralph Eugene Nuzzo*
Bryan D. O’connor
Folayemi Ibunkoluwa Olagundoye
Nathaniel T. Pack
Pragpalv Pandey
Madelyn Grace Parker
Luke Trenton Parrish
Priyanka U. Patel
Shivani Pathak
Leticia Pena Pena
Carson Elwood Perkins
Breezy Lee Peterson
Sydney Diane Peveler
Truc Thi Thanh Phan
Jacqueline T. Phu
Dylan M. Pirzani
Sanna Pohuaja
Hudson Reece Powell
Tiffany Dao Prewit*
Andrew Cullen Quave
Manreet Kaur Rai
Zachary Paul Reed
Christopher James Rigler
Kenneth Christopher Rivera
Jacob Peter Rogge
Julian Rojas
Kaya Mackenzie Roof
Alexis Lynx Rucker*
Fahim Ali Salim*
Victor Santos*
Dawson Joseph Sarvadi
William Zia Shamsy
Matthew L. Sheldon
Jamileh Julie Shiber
Daniel Ryan Shoemish
Bharath Shyamsunder*
Raul E. Montano
Rylei Kay Mooney
Lucy Anyah Nelson
Benjamin M. Nguyen*
Melody M. Nguyen*
Nguyen Dang Khanh Nguyen
Nhi Phuoc Thao Nguyen
Natalia Isabel Nunez
Brian O. Oyegebuwa*
Michalis Won Paizanis*
Elijah Gregory Pape
Sierra Cheyenne Pasley
Hena N. Patel*
Nicolette Paiges Peters
Johanna Elizabeth Pineda
Ofelia Rivera
Alondra Marie Rivera Burgos
Matin Sarhadi*
Anita Marie Schneider*
Oriana Mercedes Silva Belisario*
Brianna Nicole Smith
Arvind Somasundaram*
Trish Ngoc Son*
Brooklynn Sue Stephens
Samuel Loren Strong
Mustafa Khaja Syed
Joshua Nathaniel Tabadero
Enzo E. Terrill
Taylor Renee Thomas
Thi Minh Ton Nu*
Katherine Truc Tran
Jonathan Vasquez
Carla Cristina Villalobos*
Kellen T. Vu
Megan M. Whiteley
Marc Anthony Zamora*
Liya Zulifiquar*
*Summer 2023 Graduate
College of Visual Arts and Design

Safa R. Ali
Leian O. Alshaer*
Nima Ayagh*
Jaylin Jamar Booker
Aidan James Bunch
Xavier Estelle Byrdlee
Yadira Cervantes*
Jennifer Cholula
Angelly Ann Cintron
Jay Crisp
Badia A. Dhailla
Anly Do
Ricardo Juan Estrada
Dominique M. Flores
Mary A. Gamertsfelder*
Toni Garmon

Jason Daniel Garrett
Cindy Vanessa Gonzalez Canjura*
Courtney Leeann Han
Dylan John Hayles*
Meghan Rose Hemming
Garrett D. Hlavinka
Yara Hoteit*
Janelle E. Hummingbird
Molly Anne Irvin
Archit Abhijit Karkare
Alexa M. Kidwell
Christina M. King
Elyse Cheyenne Layman
Kennedy Tyler Lewis
Dairah Mae Ligons
Anna Alexa Lombardo

Estelle Marie Longrigg
Emily K. Lowry
Loni Ann Malig*
Ava Glenice Malloy*
Melanie M. Mancillas*
Olga Natividad Marble
Clarissa Martinez
Madeline Clanton Mays
Julia Marie Meyer*
Rachel Lauren Mitchell
Elizabeth F. Moore*
Shuree Morris
Marely Negrete
Sheetal Nepal
Lionel August Olson
Mariangelis Pagan*

Karina Neomi Palacios Vázquez
Hyun K. Park
Emily R. Pliler
Gabriela Scarlett Ramirez Lopez*
Juan J. Ramos
Madison N. Ramos
Lauren Nicole Rosenberg
Camryn Michelle Rudd
Haley Sanford
Rachel Marie Schlein
Jamilah Julie Shiber
Heidi Esther Christine Stanelle*
Sadie E. Thibodaux
Molly Elisabeth Williams
Victoria S. Winborn
Samantha Wylie

*Summer 2023 Graduate

Honors College
Glênisson de Oliveira, Dean

Distinguished Honors

Alyssa Gabrielle Becnel
Rylee Morgan Cleveland

Jasmine Denise Goodwin
Cody Quinn Hogan

Alex Sekung

Honors Scholar

Beatriz Alapatt*
Lauren E. Allen
Karen Cecilia Angulo
Reham M. Azab
Abigail C. Borak
Catherine Marlen Chinchilla*
Mary A. Gamertsfelder*
Sophie Jayne Goforth*
Alejandro Gonzalez
Kayla Ann Gray
Magdalena Sylvia Hill*

Esperanza A. Hinojos*
Anna Grace Hinshaw
Leticia Jaime-Demecio
Gareth Z. Jones
Lyddie Celine Kasper
Ilya Nicole Kelly
Ivy E. Knight
Nikitha A. Kurian
George E. Kyle
Faith Elizabeth Labry
Kennedy Tyler Lewis

Priscilla Luzes*
Emily Gardner Maher*
Kobe Guadalupe Martinez
April Madison McDowell
Amanda Marie Neinast
Lauren Olivia Nelson
McKenna O’Banon
Michalis Won Paizanis*
Johanna Elizabeth Pineda
Sanna Pohuja
Litzy Paola Rea Valdez

Seth J. Seneca
Oriana Mercedes Silva Belisario*
Stacie Nicole Smith
Krister O. Sweeney-Centeno
Enzo E. Terrell
Catherine M. Twichell
Olivia Grayce Wattman*
Madison V. White
Forrest R. Whitford
William Zarnudio
To be included in the commencement program, students must have met the required deadlines and be approved to participate by October 20. Inclusion in the commencement program or participation in commencement ceremonies does not indicate completion of degree requirements or final awarding of the degree.
Multidisciplinary Innovation

Bachelor of Applied Arts and Sciences

Applied Arts and Sciences

Jack M. Abrous
Kaitlyn R. Adams*
Makayla A. Adkins*
Samuel M. Allen
Fernando Alvarado*
Iliana Alvarado*
Colleen Jenkins Anson
Eric Arango
Rikeash Arawen
Amy Arnold
Muhammad W. Ashraf
Daniel Demir Askin
Janiecia Aubrey
J. Dennis Carter Autrey
Ganesh Avula
Bianca Afrafd Baidoo
Michelle Baker
Haley Ann Balch*
Lindsay K. Baldwin
Neha Baledin*
Melissa Dawn Ballard
Joseph Theodore Barta
Lesly Bartee
Mohamed Baval
Shelby Elizabeth Biggars
Otilia Biro
Marjorie Lynn Bishop
Pedro Blandon
Xavious J. Booker*
Kelmy Briones
Emilie Noel Brochu*
Daniella Yolanda Brown
Tracy Dawn Brown
Kaden T. Brunson
Hassain Bukhari
Kiera Burridge
Regina Campbell
Joseph Charles Canida
Marisol Perez Cano
Yu Cao
Mariah Eileen Carlos
Kristopher William Carlson
Jordyn Carter*
Phillip Rashad Carter
Jena Briann Chamlee
Phillip Rashad Carter
Jordyn Carter*
Kristopher William Carlson
Jordyn Carter*
Phillip Rashad Carter
Jordyn Carter*

Applied Arts and Sciences/Applied Commerce

Applied Arts and Sciences/Applied Geography and GIS

Applied Arts and Sciences/Applied Project Design

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Ashuntis Sheree McDonald
Lila M. Katz* 
Emily Nicole Jimenez
Amari Jackson*
Katianna Elise Hooper
Natalia Marie Hollis
Matthew Raymond Demattia
Shelby L. Bennett
Rosa Evangelina Aguirre
Lifespan Development Across the Individual and Family
and Family Science/Human Development
Essence De'Cole Williams
Family and Community Services
Isabella Gisel Amezkita
Jessica Galaz
Faith Elizabeth Jurick
Zau Bawm Maran
Daniela Alejandra Martinez Franco
Amanda Grace Oquist
Kayla Jicóle Pequeño*
Savanna M. Ruppman
Kayla Jicolé Pequeno*
Daniela Alejandra Martinez Franco
Zau Bawm Maran
Faith Elizabeth Jurick
Jessica Galaz
Isabella Gisel Amezkita
Jill Kley
Sciences/Homeland Security
Jessie Aaron Brown
Randy Bomer, Dean
Army

Applied Arts and Sciences/Aviation Operations
Alexander Abraham Foster*
Jaime Evans Garcia
Applied Arts and Sciences/Computer Science
Taylor M. Krebs*
Todd William Yezak*
Applied Arts and Sciences/Data Analytics
Edem Mawuena Dzokoto
Applied Arts and Sciences/Homeland Security
Jessie Aaron Brown
Jill Kley
Ryan Christopher McBee
Michael Nicholas Torres

Department of Educational Psychology
Bachelor of Science
Human Development and Family Science/Community and Family Services
Isabella Gisel Amezkita
Jessica Galaz
Faith Elizabeth Jurick
Zau Bawm Maran
Daniela Alejandra Martinez Franco
Amanda Grace Oquist
Kayla Jicóle Pequeño*
Savanna M. Ruppman
Marla Liliana Suarez
Elyssa Simone Thompson
Katheryn Grace Tilley

Human Development and Family Science/Family and Community
Essence De'Cole Williams

Human Development and Family Science/Individual and Family Development Across the Lifespan
Rosa Evangelina Aguirre
Shelby L. Bennett
Matthew Raymond Demattia
Natalia Marie Hollis
Katianna Elise Hooper
Yaneth G. Huerta
Amari Jackson*
Emily Nicole Jimenez
Lila M. Katz*
Ashunts Sheree McDonald

Applied Arts and Sciences/Information Technology
Hasanain Al Ali*
Grace Isabelle Peters*
Benjamin Carl Quick

Applied Arts and Sciences/Leadership Development
Tamara Kamile Earls
Maria Soledad Ibanez
Anjali Merchant
Brennan J. Palmer*

Applied Arts and Sciences/Logistical Operations
Jennifer Lindsey Baker
Najam Maqbool Malik
Rhonda Allison Sylvester

Applied Arts and Sciences/Logistics and Technology
Connor Riley Cox
Aliyahah Cueva
Samuel Cunningham
Marcos Alejandro De La Llana
Howard Alexander DeLeon
Kelsie Ann Delap*
Alida Doko*
Taylor Nicole Dominguez*
August Bre’Auna Donnell
Cianna Simone Edmondson
Devin Michael Ferris
Audrey J. Fong*
Nathan K. Frazier
Kristen Ann Frieh
Ngulfga Fuanyi
Michael D. Fulbright Jr.
Mason Russell Garner*
Sonnyn Lynn Gehring*
Abigail Alayne Gentry
Gaylee R. Goldston*
Lyzzette Susana Gonzalez
Tracy Gonzalez*
Daniel Jose Guadalupe*
Patrick Angelo Guerrero*
Juveriya Hafeez
Aum Hansoty*
Christopher James Harvey
Ethan James Hein*
Dustin Blake Henderson*
Tessa Rene Hurst
Adama Vivian Ibechukwu
Mergim Ismail
Carly Sinclair Jackson
Seth Michael Jeffery
Jachais Dejon Jenkins
David John
Macayla Ransom Needham*
Tessa Rene Hurst
Adama Vivian Ibechukwu
Mergim Ismail
Carly Sinclair Jackson
Seth Michael Jeffery
Jachais Dejon Jenkins
David John
Macayla Ransom Needham*

Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology
Gerardo Acuna-Espinosa
Felicitia Adele Adjetey*
Bria Ahedo*
Niyah Ceymone Sowell*
Natalya C. Allen
Melanie Jessele Alvarez
Chaucyce N. Amos
Abby G. Anderson
Malia-Gabrielle Kalimakuhilani Abell
Anusseke*
Ann Elah Aziz*
Noah Bae
Cameron Shoko Baker
Sophia Elise Barrera
Bryan Stephen Beard*
Logan Riley Blake*
Adrina Monique Bradley
Leland J. Brown*
Courtney Elon Moses*
Christina Oluwabunmi Osinubi
Niyah Ceymone Sowell*
None

Applied Arts and Sciences/Natural Hazards Geography and GIS
Michael Roy Facchina*

Applied Arts and Sciences/Organizational Supervision
Brandy Lee Golf
Christy Lynn Kiefert
Roy Anthony Mondello

Applied Arts and Sciences/Recreation and Sport Leadership
Khalil Lateef Adams
Dorian L. Morris
Aaron Leodis Suggs

Applied Technology and Performance Improvement
Virah Kong*

Bachelor of Science
Applied Project Design and Analysis
Anzam Ali Bukhari*

Industrial Distribution
Dylan Michael Conkwright

Project Design and Analysis
Juayl Farrukh Bukhari*
Elionmanuel Escamilla
Steven Judson*
Jared Israel Leeper*
Ronak Nambiar*
Matthew Pagano*
Jillian Sara Reis*
Lucas Elliot Schmenk*

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Summer 2023 Graduate

Lucas Benjamin Ludwig
Ivan Alberto Lopez*
Devin Ray Graham*
Cameron C. Ferguson
Hunter Lloyd Douglas
Damope Michael Ayorinde*
Data Science
Bachelor of Science
Information Science
Ivan Rangcapan Calac
Kimberly Cristal Canas
Charles R. Douglas Jr.*
Yvonne A. Godia*
Colby A. Hamm
Ngoc Thao Nhi Ho*
Samuel Louis Hubbard
Dowoo Lee
Jeramis James McFadden
Dev Raj Poudel*
Stephen Riley Sasai
Par Chin Sang*
Ciera Renee-Ivy Tolbert-Hoosier
Ashley Nicole White
Cierra Renee-Ivy Tolbert-Hoosier
Stephen Riley Sasiain
Jeramis James McFadden
Dowoo Lee
Hakem Adebayo Werra
Aubree Noelle Pittman
Denise Desiree Pierson
Aaron Blake Perez
Christopher Randall Patterson
Justice N. Pearson*
Aran Blake Perez
Denise Desiree Pierson
Aubree Noelle Pittman
Amanda Aracely Ramirez*
Dora Isela Ramirez
Amanda Aracely Ramirez*
Melanie Yamile Reyes Tavera*
Jessica Moon Rhee
Matthew Darrell Robinson
Javier Rolando Rocha*
Rachel Ann Roebuck
Sarah Danielle Rubio
Cameron Lynn Schwartz
Kenzhi Amethyst Sliger*
Noah Anthony Starck
Madison Elizabeth Stufflebeam
Aleeza A. Syed
Keishaun Thompson
Raul Eduardo Valencia
Gerardo Hugo Velazquez
Eduardo David Villegas
Allyson Jade Wetter
Keona Williams*
Tionne Renee Wilson*

Department of Public Administration

Bachelor of Arts
Nonprofit Leadership Studies
Grace Ann Erskine*
Chloe S. Kercheville
Nico Michelle Lopez

Urban Policy and Planning
Hannah Elizabeth Flowers
Jason A. Gillis*
Benjamin J. Goldberg
Brandon Viet Le
Carlos Gustavo Lopez
Zahra Zalika Rickets*
Brooke Ariana Teal*

Department of Rehabilitation and Health Services

Bachelor of Science
Addiction Studies
Kaydlyn Elizabeth Davis
Todd Damien Gore
Emma Kay Keith*
Kevin James Newton*
Charlize M. Randle
Irene Cristina Rodriguez
Judah Seamon

Public Health
Oluwatobiloba Adamna Adeneakan
Nasheen Ahmed
Sarah Ebunoluwa Ajayi
Abdul Rashid Adedamola Ajijotutu
Victoria Rose Aliteri
Victoria Marie Andolina
Allison Chaewon Baeg
Aairin B. Hijani
Nina Desiree Brown
Briana Nyota Buhake
Samantha Y. Bui

Jasmine Rena Butler
Allie N. Byrd*
Krista Jayne Charley
Michael Andrew Cooper
Roque A. Costilla
Journie L. Crow
Andres Dondielo
Princess C. Ezroohu
Eriona Monae Gray*
Nubia Paola Guerra*
Stephen Hatter*
Eleanor Chinonyerem Ikeocha
Salmanan Janjua
Leah Ann Joseph
Yukthi Kadari
Jemine Koja
Sarah Michelle Leonat
Joel Mairena
Mychael Jeanne Mason
Destini McDowell*
Isaac Angel Morales
James Kyle Nixon*
Trevor Ryan Nolen
Carolyn Okonkwo*
Olfufumilayo O. Oladapo
Itatiana Alexandri Robinson
Jenna Ann Sheely
Kristina Yvette Tijerin
Amara Chelsea Victor-Onyeka
Chiamaka Sophia Victor Onyeka
Daisy A. Wear
Hakeem Adebayo Werra
Ariana Zaragoza

Rehabilitation Studies
Jennifer Cheyenne Abbott*
Gianna M. Abrajano
Michale Shalet Austin*
Mary Baggett
Darquize Jacquan Bailey*
Sarah Aylin Beskok
Julia N. Bohn
Ethan Shawn DePew*
Tracey Diann Dominguez
Erika Renee Donaldson*
Morgan Grace Easterer*
Joshua James Esparza
Sarah Fatima
Savannah Maria Fuentes
David Anthony Garcia
Stephanie Jinnette Garcia
Luis A. Gomezmartinez
Victoria Alexandra Gonzales
Saboro A. Ifan
Ashlyn Kailey Ishcomer*
Khine Myatnoe Kyaw
Zahra Jamaria Malone*
Sanaz Masoud*
Roshan V. Mathew*
Kayeol Renee Breland
Jaylin R. Broussard
Adriania S. Cabrera
Joseph D. Curran
Jean Leigh Dickinson
Camila Duran
Alexis Jo Fitch
Danae Flores
Maia Alyse Gibbons
Karina Guardiola
Brian Aaron Hartman
Dusty Johnson
Lily Lopez
Victoria Lopez
Shelby Lee Mayo
Daniela Izel Morales
Sara Elisa Moreno
Anjiminha Nicole Owens
Jonah J. Feet
Carl S. Pickett
Pamela Quintana Ramos
Avery Makayla Sharkey
Alexis Danielle Stewart
Tania Valadez
Kamiila Ni’shaw Wanza
Ashlee S. Ward
Hannah Gabrielle Wells
Emily Ann Zapata
Donna M. Zavala

Department of Social Work

Bachelor of Social Work

Social Work
Magan Marie Ancar
Abigail Andrade
Brianna Kay Arnold
Edwin Arteaga*
Chesney Wade Blount
Kayele Renee Breland
Jaylin R. Broussard
Adriania S. Cabrera
Joseph D. Curran
Jean Leigh Dickinson
Camila Duran
Alexis Jo Fitch
Danae Flores
Maia Alyse Gibbons
Karina Guardiola
Brian Aaron Hartman
Dusty Johnson
Lily Lopez
Victoria Lopez
Shelby Lee Mayo
Daniela Izel Morales
Sara Elisa Moreno
Anjiminha Nicole Owens
Jonah J. Feet
Carl S. Pickett
Pamela Quintana Ramos
Avery Makayla Sharkey
Alexis Danielle Stewart
Tania Valadez
Kamiila Ni’shaw Wanza
Ashlee S. Ward
Hannah Gabrielle Wells
Emily Ann Zapata
Donna M. Zavala

Department of Planning

Management and Disaster Sciences

Bachelor of Science

Emergency Administration and Planning
Jason C. Barron
Georgia M. Green
Morgan Greenwood
Brendan Ryan Griffith
Lissa Dawn Hart
Anna Grace Hinshaw
David Sossivasath Lern

Kelsendria Roberts
Ryan Bradley Ruff*
Amanda Leanne Thompson
Matthew Thomas Uranaga
Joshua L. Wright
Ethan Michael Zeltman

Department of Public Administration

Bachelor of Arts
Nonprofit Leadership Studies
Grace Ann Erskine*
Chloe S. Kercheville
Nico Michelle Lopez

Urban Policy and Planning
Hannah Elizabeth Flowers
Jason A. Gillis*
Benjamin J. Goldberg
Brandon Viet Le
Carlos Gustavo Lopez
Zahra Zalika Rickets*
Brooke Ariana Teal*

Department of Rehabilitation and Health Services

Bachelor of Science
Addiction Studies
Kaydlyn Elizabeth Davis
Todd Damien Gore
Emma Kay Keith*
Kevin James Newton*
Charlize M. Randle
Irene Cristina Rodriguez
Judah Seamon

Public Health
Oluwatobiloba Adamna Adeneakan
Nasheen Ahmed
Sarah Ebunoluwa Ajayi
Abdul Rashid Adedamola Ajijotutu
Victoria Rose Aliteri
Victoria Marie Andolina
Allison Chaewon Baeg
Aairin B. Hijani
Nina Desiree Brown
Briana Nyota Buhake
Samantha Y. Bui

Jasmine Rena Butler
Allie N. Byrd*
Krista Jayne Charley
Michael Andrew Cooper
Roque A. Costilla
Journie L. Crow
Andres Dondielo
Princess C. Ezroohu
Eriona Monae Gray*
Nubia Paola Guerra*
Stephen Hatter*
Eleanor Chinonyerem Ikeocha
Salmanan Janjua
Leah Ann Joseph
Yukthi Kadari
Jemine Koja
Sarah Michelle Leonat
Joel Mairena
Mychael Jeanne Mason
Destini McDowell*
Isaac Angel Morales
James Kyle Nixon*
Trevor Ryan Nolen
Carolyn Okonkwo*
Olfufumilayo O. Oladapo
Itatiana Alexandri Robinson
Jenna Ann Sheely
Kristina Yvette Tijerin
Amara Chelsea Victor-Onyeka
Chiamaka Sophia Victor Onyeka
Daisy A. Wear
Hakeem Adebayo Werra
Ariana Zaragoza

Rehabilitation Studies
Jennifer Cheyenne Abbott*
Gianna M. Abrajano
Michale Shalet Austin*
Mary Baggett
Darquize Jacquan Bailey*
Sarah Aylin Beskok
Julia N. Bohn
Ethan Shawn DePew*
Tracey Diann Dominguez
Erika Renee Donaldson*
Morgan Grace Easterer*
Joshua James Esparza
Sarah Fatima
Savannah Maria Fuentes
David Anthony Garcia
Stephanie Jinnette Garcia
Luis A. Gomezmartinez
Victoria Alexandra Gonzales
Saboro A. Ifan
Ashlyn Kailey Ishcomer*
Khine Myatnoe Kyaw
Zahra Jamaria Malone*
Sanaz Masoud*
Roshan V. Mathew*
Kayeol Renee Breland
Jaylin R. Broussard
Adriania S. Cabrera
Joseph D. Curran
Jean Leigh Dickinson
Camila Duran
Alexis Jo Fitch
Danae Flores
Maia Alyse Gibbons
Karina Guardiola
Brian Aaron Hartman
Dusty Johnson
Lily Lopez
Victoria Lopez
Shelby Lee Mayo
Daniela Izel Morales
Sara Elisa Moreno
Anjiminha Nicole Owens
Jonah J. Feet
Carl S. Pickett
Pamela Quintana Ramos
Avery Makayla Sharkey
Alexis Danielle Stewart
Tania Valadez
Kamiila Ni’shaw Wanza
Ashlee S. Ward
Hannah Gabrielle Wells
Emily Ann Zapata
Donna M. Zavala

Information/ Digital Content and Information Systems

Mitchel K. Covey
Cristian Lazaro Flores
Colette Elise Foreman
Kyle Matthew Holland
Brett Mikael Kennedy
Coral Lee Louch
Kerah Noilyn McConal
Nathan Rand Thrift

College of Information

Kinsbuk, Dean

Department of Information Science

Bachelor of Science

Data Science
Angelo C. Acoigdo
Damope Michael Ayorinde*
Hunter Lloyd Douglas
Cameron C. Ferguson
Devin Ray Graham*
Obafemi D. Lawal*
Ivan Alberto Lopez*
Lucas Benjamin Ludwig
Zachary Minh Luong

Cooper Tyson McDcn
Beatriz Mendoza
Jacob Yelma Mengistu
Theokora Mithi
Ervin Joshua Pitalio
Akshit Sharma
Kevin V. Tran*

Information Science
Achille Davy Boneza

Information Science/ Data Science
Munjid Siddig Abdalla
Melinda Christine Allicock

Ivan Rangcapan Calac
Kimberly Cristal Canas
Charles R. Douglas Jr.*
Yvonne A. Godia*
Colby A. Hamm
Ngoc Thao Nhi Ho*
Samuel Louis Hubbard
Dowoo Lee
Jeramis James McFadden
Dev Raj Poudel*
Stephen Riley Sasai
Par Chin Sang*
Ciera Renee-Ivy Tolbert-Hoosier
Ashley Nicole White

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Information Science/Human Language Technology
Vanessa Aquino

Information Science/Information Management and Health Informatics
Whitney Alspaugh
Victoria Bentley
Tacono T. Conner
Jazmin Manovapillai
Katelyn Olivia Morton
Trang Kim Nguyen
Opeyemi Esther Omosebi*
Jemel Marie Roberts
Nurah Omar Saleem
Katherine Abigail Young

Information Science/Information Science and Knowledge Organization
Elie Kasondimbwia Muwene
Syed Sami-Ur Rahman
Andrea Lorelei Rogers

Information Science/Project and Knowledge Management
Amerie Da recrey
Edward Fulps
Gerald W. Hoard*
Olawale Samson Ijiti
Logan H. Kirkendoll
Kyle A. Leemann
Anthony Augusta Thomas
Kristina E. Williams
Reign Kyren Wilson

Information Science and Knowledge Organization

College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
Albert Birnimer, Executive Dean

Department of Anthropology

Bachelor of Arts
Anthropology
Ysa Aranda
Gabriela Lynne Bayarena*
Taia G. Blanchard
Molly Carrillo
Karrina Marie Edwards*
Valerie Jael Garcia Rivera
Lucille Joan Gradillas
Haley Hall
Lydia Celine Kasper
Bailey Kading Leslie
Joy Juhee Lim
Victor Brian Chuang Maza*
Janine Amber Molina
Brenda J. Moreles
Destiny L. Newman*
Melanie L. Simmons

Department of Communication Studies

Bachelor of Arts
Communication Studies
Jessica Magdalena Arredondo
Zachary T. Axtell
Brandon John Barnes*
Cesiah Esmeralda Barragan
Zoe Ryann Brooks*
Prentz Buchanan*
Janette Linn Burkstaller
Lex D. Burns
Nyia Javenya Carter*
Presley S. Bailey
Aaron Joseph Delgado
Riley Elizabeth Dobbs*
Taylor Michael Dougherty
Enrique Galvan Jr.*
Fellipe Eduardo Garcia
Layne Mackenzie Gardner*
Joshua Michael Gole
Emily Marie Graycheck
Candylanesh Msshell Henry
Magdalena Sylvia Hill*
Madison Key Hopkins*
Tamara Horner
Ryan A. Hunt
Abigail Lynn Inderhees
Daniel C. Jenkins*
Carter Todd Johnson
Allyse Bailey Joiner
Naomi L. Jones
William K. Lilly*
Lee Edward Livingston*
Alyssa Robin Lumadue
Julia Danielle McAllister
Christopher McCloskey*
Celina Montanez Piceno
Adrian Louis Patton II
Brooke Rayann Petty
Zoe G. Pitts
Juan Ramirez
Sydney Jean Stoner
Andrea Tamez
Mary Jane Caudle Taylor
Bethany Caitlin Thompson
Kayla V. Williams*
Charlotte Windt

Department of Dance and Theatre

Bachelor of Arts
Dance
Mariela Isabel Aviles
Sophia Angelina Ayala
Bella Gonzalez
Serena Marie Macias
Krystavel Amorahh Ohia*
Ava Grace Quisling
Destiny Roberts*
Winni Shi
Juliana Alyssah Tamayo

Theatre
Boone R. Cannon
Taylor Zoe Dawson
Elizabeth J. Hernandez
Trace Garrett Killian
Joseph E. Martinez
Peyton R. Rogers*

Department of Learning Technologies

Bachelor of Applied Science
Learning Technologies
Kaemon Brice Brody Foster
Noah Curtis Elder
Joseph James Jones*
Lindsay Marie Lester
Victoria Noy Montgomery*
Devin T. Smith
Amy Marie Swagger
Fausto W. Tello

Department of Linguistics

Bachelor of Arts
Linguistics
Lauren E. Allen*
Alicia Adai Aviles Martinez
Sara Dalanaj
Kobe Guadalupe Martinez
Kylen Kendrell Ollison
Allison Rose Phillips*
Hope V. Shelby*
Isabel A. Sullivan
Stephan Christopher Toedt
Megan Ellen Wilken

Linguistics/Teaching English in a Global Environment
Ariana Sanchez*
Phoebe Grace Sheward

Bachelor of Science in Economics

Economics
Brian J. Cousineau
Nathan Neal Nicholson
Saul Isaac Reaza
Shounak Sen
Sabrin Yassin

Department of English

Bachelor of Arts
English/ Creative Writing
Shannon Elizabeth Alexander
Jonathan Ronald Bentley*
Nathan Scott Blissett
Abigail C. Borak
Elizabeth Ann Boyd*
Matthew D. Brown
Chenoah Burnes
Chloe Caldwell
Ashton Nathan Crain
Caroline De La Garza
Tahreem Deontae Gray*
Phillip L. Guillet II
Jaxon H. Hess
George E. Kyle
Gracen D. Long
Jessica Mariah Michalek*
Kayfidi Lynnette Norton
Victoria Paige Pippins
Kaiyley Frances Reyes
Amy Claire Richter*
Clara Beth Tolleson

Department of Learning Technologies

Bachelor of Applied Science
Learning Technologies
Kaemon Brice Brody Foster
Noah Curtis Elder
Joseph James Jones*
Lindsay Marie Lester
Victoria Noy Montgomery*
Devin T. Smith
Amy Marie Swagger
Fausto W. Tello

Bachelor of Arts
Linguistics
Lauren E. Allen*
Alicia Adai Aviles Martinez
Sara Dalanaj
Kobe Guadalupe Martinez
Kylen Kendrell Ollison
Allison Rose Phillips*
Hope V. Shelby*
Isabel A. Sullivan
Stephan Christopher Toedt
Megan Ellen Wilken

Linguistics/Teaching English in a Global Environment
Ariana Sanchez*
Phoebe Grace Sheward

Bachelor of Science in Economics

Economics
Brian J. Cousineau
Nathan Neal Nicholson
Saul Isaac Reaza
Shounak Sen
Sabrin Yassin

Department of English

Bachelor of Arts
English/ Creative Writing
Shannon Elizabeth Alexander
Jonathan Ronald Bentley*
Nathan Scott Blissett
Abigail C. Borak
Elizabeth Ann Boyd*
Matthew D. Brown
Chenoah Burnes
Chloe Caldwell
Ashton Nathan Crain
Caroline De La Garza
Tahreem Deontae Gray*
Phillip L. Guillet II
Jaxon H. Hess
George E. Kyle
Gracen D. Long
Jessica Mariah Michalek*
Kayfidi Lynnette Norton
Victoria Paige Pippins
Kaiyley Frances Reyes
Amy Claire Richter*
Clara Beth Tolleson

Department of Learning Technologies

Bachelor of Applied Science
Learning Technologies
Kaemon Brice Brody Foster
Noah Curtis Elder
Joseph James Jones*
Lindsay Marie Lester
Victoria Noy Montgomery*
Devin T. Smith
Amy Marie Swagger
Fausto W. Tello
International Studies/International Development and Humanitarian Affairs
Claudia L. Adams
Genesis Alonso*
Negwan Elzairab*
Mawda A. Galab
Emili Margaret Gutierrrez
Megan R. Harris*
Mikayla Desean Hutchins
Mylinh Nguyen
Andrea Torres
Jacquelin Elizabeth Xiqian

International Studies/International Security and Diplomacy
Flora Rose Alexandra Aka
Elijah Bachet
Brittany N. Cano
Ana Valeria Escobar*
Arin Joshua Ferreira
Matthew C. Kelly
Haiden Christiansen Ramos
Selin Tokel
Emmala Westgate

International Studies/Peace Studies
Marylou Leticia Gomez
Daniela Rocha Garcia

International Studies/Regional Studies
Noor Khalid Alkhafaji*

Frank W. and Sue Mayborn School of Journalism
Andrea Miller, Dean

Bachelor of Arts
Journalism/Advertising
Cristian Diego Amenta*
Tessa R. Balderrama*
Sebastian Keith Blunt
Jaime Edgar Corona
Zinedine De Leon*
Frida M. Garcia
Eric Hernandez*
Matthew Tyler Kilpatrick
Sidney Madison Lobel*
Karl Robert Masamba*
Max Carlos Norris
Kyriillos Samaan
Aedon Gregory Sutton
Kayla M. Swetnam
Lucas Teisseire*
Johnson Vo Tran Thai
Conor Alan Trapani*
Grace C. West
Abigail Miriam Zuniga

Journalism/Broadcast and Multimedia
Marc Anthony Barrera
Michael John Brookshire
Blake Reagan Brown
Mckensi T. Bryce
Rebecca Renee Burke
Kenadi C. Fowler
Trevin A. Garrett*
Piper N. Gifford
Jazmyr R. Grace*
Robert Brennan Hanley
Austin Cole Hedgcock*
Nabeela Iqbal
Robyn Alene Key
Ryan Leary
Tyler R. Luker*
Gabriela Medina*
Madison S. Myers
Mya Sanaa Nicholson*
Alfredo Padron
Shania Denise Parker
Caitlyn Camille Perzin
Isabella F. Quintanilla
Daniel Sanchez*
Zoie Valentina Shaw*
Anthony Gonzales Tarango
Adria Tasnim
Andrea Victoria Valdez
Austin D. Wright

Journalism/Digital and Print Journalism
Emersen Kate Adams
Zachary Artho
Crystal Ann Catalina Brown
Camille Elise Carter
Alyssa Marie Fields
Leslie Fuentes*
Marissa Patricia Garcia
Jesus Gomez Chairez
Jared David Hedges*
Sarah Rose Hogan*
Daloen James
Ai-Vi Le
Maximillian McLain Lockhart*
Joseph Bryant Long
Alexia F. Lopez
Nina E. Meshkevich
Madalyn Anna Michalewicz*
Christine Apiyo Odwesso
Celia E. Price*
Abigail A. Reed
Avery Gray Ricco
Melissa G. Rojas
Aydin G. Runnels
Hunイヤah Saeed
Michael Dalton Stables*
Samantha Lauren Thornfelt
Emely Noenii Valloge
Gabriela Marie Watkins

Journalism/Journalism with Secondary Teacher Certification
William Jay Baxter

Journalism/Photojournalism
John M. Anderson
Marco Antonio Barrera*
Aubrey P. Compton
Cassidy Paige Henderson
Matthew Joseph Iaia

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Journalism/Public Relations

Chinere Winnifred Akuechiam
Jose Ivan Albertorio*
Shannon Nicole Atchley*
Meghen R. Belknap
Karina Bermudes Flores*
Kirstie Helen Busa
Cameron Khuan Chu*
Grace Nicole Cowart
Megan B. Holter
Angelica Itzel Iladas*
Donsha Johnson
Naomi L. Jones
Josiah M. Kimman
Mya O. Morrison
Antonio Nichols
Kaila Mykel Nichols*
Kathryn Grace Nuner
Voke Dorcas Onoirose*
Leticia Beazrtz Peralta Cabanas
Kayla Taylor Pineda
Kayelee M. Sanchez*
Valerie Erica Tonn
Briseyda Priscilla Vazquez*
Hugo Humberto Vizcaya-Zingg
Samuel Quinn Whaley-Cantrell*
Sarah Kathleen Wylie

Department of Media Arts

Bachelor of Arts

Converged Broadcast Media

Christopher Arce
Derian J. Austin*
Noah Easton Bailie
Kaleb Charles Blanton
Brandon Foster Clark
Gabriella Nicole Evans*
Joseph Allen Krenek
Mack Drew Kiester
Jennifer Hernandez
Samuel Andres Hays*
Anya L. Delacruz
Alma Rose Fawaz
Victoria Elizabeth Marie Ferguson
Sergio Alejandro Garcia*
Daniela Caridad Gonzalez
Ashley Nicole Harris
Samuel Andres Hays*
Jennifer Hernandez
Anastasia Irene Hodge*
Mack Drew Kiester
Joseph Allen Krenek
Gianfranco Laddaga
Phoebe Angelica Lane*
Fabiana Michele Lazo
Jacob G. Leal*
Maria R. McClennahan
Naomi Allen Mitchell
Peyton Samuel Murphy
Uchechi Okechukwu Nwaru
Saul Isaac Reaza
Jesse Jr. Reyna
Saul Isaac Reaza

Department of Philosophy and Religion

Bachelor of Arts

Philosophy

Gisel Barbs
Jenny Chavez
Devon Austin Daniel*
Trevor Lee Devlin*
Kevin Bruce Dockendorf
Shemar Dsoouza*
Amy Elizabeth Dunn
Softa L. Fernandez*
Michele Gamez*
Anthony Garcia
Caitlin Brianna Garza
Andrew K. Godfrey
Matthew Dillion Goldberg
Wesley Reed Goodman*
John Foster Gray
Alicia Gutierrez
Yael Gutierrez*
Joshua Cade Hamilton
Elena R. Hamlin
Cameron A. Hammond*
Bryan Jacoby Harwell
Aaron D. Helms
Danyel Lynn Jackson
Zonthea M. Jacobs
James Austin Jones*
Jacob L. Kerstetter*
Caroline Ivy Latson*
Ash P. Liesenfled
Ian C. Lindsey
Dayana Alexandra Llaque Cordova*
Tatum D. Love*
Priscilla Luzes*
Sarah Elizabeth Lyngholm
Tyler Madden
Emily Katelyn Marshall
Christopher Lee Mcllothin
Jairo Manuel Montano Calderon
Ashlyn Breann Nance
Heisson Andres Ochoa Bermudez
Aiden Rainey Pacheco
Ashley Rayos Padilla
Brooklynn E. Patterson
Kaitlynn Anne Perry*
Trejaun Peyton
Emily Grace Polster*
Daniel Earlee Puckett
Brenna Michelle Richeart
Andrew Tyler Rudd*
Jeaninellyn Casapagordo Ruiz
Darius L. Samuels Jr.*, Aaam Hitesh Sanghvi
Gabriella Santore
Carley Jo Senioris
Devon Austin Daniel*
Trevor Lee Devlin*
Kevin Bruce Dockendorf
Evelyn Johanna Diaz*
Nadine Elzahid
Sofia L. Fernandez*
Michele Gamez*
Anthony Garcia
Caitlin Brianna Garza
Andrew K. Godfrey
Matthew Dillion Goldberg
Wesley Reed Goodman*
John Foster Gray
Alicia Gutierrez
Yael Gutierrez*
Joshua Cade Hamilton
Elena R. Hamlin

Department of Political Science

Bachelor of Arts

Latino Culture, Economy, and Policy

Genesis J. Hernandez*
Fabiana Michele Lazo

Political Science

Iziegbe Victory Adun*
Mark Chris Allred
Kimberly Amezcua
Karen Cecilia Angulo
Javyare Valshani Barnes*
Sean Steven Barry
Shuhara Zaman Chowdhury*
Emma G. Cook
Rivets Anderson Davis-Ward
Anny L. Delacruz
Alma Rose Fawaz
Victoria Elizabeth Marie Ferguson
Sergio Alejandro Garcia*
Daniela Caridad Gonzalez
Ashley Nicole Harris
Samuel Andres Hays*
Jennifer Hernandez
Anastasia Irene Hodge*
Mack Drew Kiester
Joseph Allen Krenek
Gianfranco Laddaga
Phoebe Angelica Lane*
Fabiana Michele Lazo
Jacob G. Leal*
Malia R. McClennahan
Naomi Allen Mitchell
Peyton Samuel Murphy
Uchechi Okechukwu Nwaru
Saul Isaac Reaza
Jesse Jr. Reyna
Saul Isaac Reaza

Department of Psychology

Bachelor of Arts

Psychology

Brandi Alycia McDow
Jason Tyler Roe
Lane Michael Taylor
William Zamudio

Samuel David Aguilar*
Brenda A. Alcocer*
Arelin Alvarez
Aubreyn Antinore
Brandon Charles Armstrong
Myrka Camila Arceh*
Tatum Isabella Aven
Ranya Baya
Jesse Lynn Bogar
Abigail N. Borrego*
Sophia Calvillo
Tritan Scot Campbell
Cindy Lizbeth Cervantes
Graciella Alyssa Chapas
Christa I. Cisneros
Gladys Virginia Collazo
 Riley Michelle Collister*
Claire Natalie Congos*
Kylee Ann Cornell
Kirsten Cox
Alysha L. Dennis
Evelyn Johanna Diaz*
Alexandria Bray Dimel
Jesus R. Dominguez
Thomas Daniel Duran
Dorian Espinoza Espinoza
Lydia R. Estrada*
Gitzel Fernandez*
Monica Yvette Finley
Jose Luis Galvan
Ayleen Elizabeth Garcia
Alejandra Garcia Solorzano
Garrett Paul Glazier
Diana Gonzalez
Alexa C. Griffith
Jose Javier Guzman*
Gabrielle Bethany Harper*
Elias Hashemi
Alexandra Ailis Hawthorne
Lane M. Hensen
Marycruz Hernandez*
Meredith Caroline Hogan
Hampton Howard
Emily Nicole Jimenez
Candice Chanel Jones*
Kristin Charity Kern*
Taliah Amys King
Muskan Hanif Kotadia
Snehal Kundu
Emma Tyler Laxson
Virginia Jade Leicht*
Madelyn Daniela Linares
Cate Alexandra Loyo Lopez
Kayla Marie Lutes
Merian Rozaliah Manchev*
Alyssa Gayle Basa Mateo*
Milana Sanaa McCants
April Madison McDowell
Deanna Jane Milligan
Jocelyn Celeste Moreno
Jonathan Moreno
Freddy Pacheco
Laitya Pallipati
Carol Daniela Pena-Galeas
Yesenia Anaiz Perez Maltez
Marie Elise Peter
Ngoc Lin Thi Phan*
Madison Jean Potter*
Deeya Pradhananga*
Matthew Scott Rawson
Oliver Gibz Rios
Lauren Reanne Robertson
Samantha Rane Rudinski*
Amisa M. Sallam
David Nicholas Saeucda*
Ximena Sepulveda
Keshia Stewart
Taylaur Alexandra StreBlew
Heara Syed
Raqefet Taylaur-Shirman*

Media Arts

Sandra Abdelmalak
Camry Lillian Alexander
Cooper Max Anderson
Stephen Barrett Anderson
Davis Mathew Anderton*
Dilyan Arizmendi*
Courtney Evelyn Bailey
Lily K. Belknap
Jorge Luis Briones Jr.
Madeleine Ann-Bates Casart
Juliana Chavez*
Miles Croney*
Sarina L. Curtis
Jimason Jackson Daggett

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Bachelor of Arts
French
Tracie Henderson
Kobe Guadalupe Martinez
Courtney L. Roubion
Oriana Mercedes Silva Belisario*

German
Haley Hall
Amanda Marie Neinast
Vincent Sexton

Bachelor of Arts
Digital Retailing
Edward Daniel Akiotu
Benjamin Garrett Allen*
Fatima Barati*
Bryce C. Conwell
Amy L. Duran*
Kately Thi Hau Smith Franks
Dalonne Raekwon Gaffney
Amira Destiny Linson*
Claire Marl owe*
Milagros L. Mollar*
Asia Mariah Padilla
Nattanon Siraratewan
Alexis Michelle Welch
Adrianna Nichole Wymack*

Home Furnishings Merchan dise
Lauren Anne Gray*
Dylan Miles-Castillo Souder
Elena Alicia Valadez*

Merchandising
Claire Marie Adams*
Benjamin Garrett Allen*
Kate E. Allen
Jocelyn Rubi ee Arroyo
Isabel Tess Avila*
Thalia Daniela Ba ca*
Fatima Barati*
Sharice Lucinda Michelle Briggs*
Angelia J. Centeno
Janice Goun Chung
RiAnn Nicholas Davis*
Amy L. Duran*
Natalie Catherine Embry*
Kately Thi Hau Smith Franks
Ariana Victoria Gebhard*
Lizbeth Gonzales*
Evyn Abraiel Greene
Corvin Y. Grimes
Isiah Keshon Hatch
Rachel Nicole Trevino Hernandez
Hayden B. Hollandsworth*
Mikayla Adlisia Jackson
Alexandrea Delaney Johnson*

Bachelor of Science
Department of Merchandising and Digital Retailing
Bachelor of Science
Consumer Experience Management

Department of Hospitality and Tourism Management

Hospitality Management
Josejuan Almanza
Alyssa Jo Anderson*
Gabrielle Nicholle Anderson
Valeria Banuelos
Emery Barraza
Valeria Bertoloni*
Daniel Jacob Bomboy
Lillian Louise Bradford
Leutrim Bucaliu*
Alia Malaeva Davenport
Melany Gaudino*
William P. Goodman
Noora Haghar
Anna Catherine Holland*
Lauren C. Jay
Ann-Marie Christine Jeremiassen
Haley Michelle Joyce

Department of Technical Communication
Bachelor of Science
Professional and Technical Communication

Department of World Languages, Literatures and Cultures

College of Merchandising, Hospitality and Tourism

College of Music

Bachelor of Arts
Music
Remington E. Ballard
Kristina Raine Bradley
Isaac Nathan Kizzizar
Noah Richard Martin
Jocelyn Rae McBrayer*
Alexandria Elaine Palacios
Minju Park

Bachelor of Music
Composition
Ronald W. Bonitatibus
Heather E. Pryse

General, Choral and Instrumental Music/Instrumental - Band
Conor Fallon*

Jazz Studies
Reagan Dean-Edward Garza
Isaac Allen Lavigne

Japanese
Soﬁa R. Dominguez
Alexandra Ailis Hawthorne
Joseph Stephen Hodapp
Peter B. Poe
Rene Renteria*
Courtney L. Roubion

Bianca Arabela Lopez*
Gabriel Anthony Raimondo*
Hannah D. Song*
Ian Timothy Yotaw

Music Education/Choral - Vocal
Joseph D. Boatwright
Abigail E. Cockrum

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Music Education/Instrumental - Band/Orchestra

Abby L. Van Sice

Music Education/Instrumental - Orchestral

G. Brint Ryan College of Business

Marilyn Wiley, Dean

Bachelor of Business Administration

Business Integrated Studies

Israa Ahmed Rizk Abdelkawi
Kacou Junior Parfait Ake
Ahaja Toniea Baxter
Bennett S. Bruffett
Khoa Tuan Bui
Molly Carroll
Zahra Choudhury
Austin Lee Cooper
Collin Mitchell Crutchfield
Tyler L. Culley
Logan Charles Dawson
Diana Diaz
Korwynne Ryan William Ellis
Carson Wayne Filip
Raqel Flores-Cuevas
Angelica M. Gandara
Efrain N. Garcia
Thomas James Golden
Joel Ruben Gonzalez
Luke Kenneth Harper
Frankie Gil Hernandez
Roger Hernandez
Robert Lee Hodges
Hudson Harris Holmes
Reagan Brook Hudson
Angelica Yanett Iraheta
Mary Kalu
Kate Elizabeth Laird
Fiona Macke
Adam Thomas Masler
Colben K. Mayo
Lauren Mendoza
Nikolas James Mooney
Tailea Thi Nguyen
Leticia Pena Pena
Alondra Pulido
Abigail F. Quick
Emma M. Reid
Sarah Routher Yeghneg
Trinity Nicole Small
Ryan Adam Smell
Nicole Solis
Jessica Rae Spielman
Leslie Suazo
Jack Walter Thellean
Savannah Tran
Madison V. White

Financial Planning

Seth Austin Grant
Andrew Kent Hardaway
Jennifer Linares
Alexander Vazquez

Celia C. Bowen
Nicolai Ryan Clark
Arlyn Sotelo Juarez
Lauren Olivia Nelson

Music Education/Instrumental / Band

Ian J. Aigner-Varoz
Sabrina Elizabeth Allard
Carson E. Brooke
Kaylee Claire Brue
James Kevin Caldwell
Adam Elias Elmur
Matthew I. Estrada

Jackson T. Fausett
Andrew J. Frable
Nicole Simone Keller
Emma R. Kieselhorst
Grace Patricia Leitch
Ryan Minniear
Jack S. Nagel
Esteban A. Rodriguez
Seth J. Seneca
Logan Christopher Wells
Matthew Saharat Wood

Performance

Nicole A. Barbeau
Kaylee Claire Brue
Josh Thomas David
Austin D. Davis
Xavier De Rante Dean
Tiffany Kittmeichin Doungel
Kyle Joseph Fryer
Jayci Brianna Genson
Parker T. Graves
Shelby Nicole Grays
Nathan Narciso Gutierrez
Aleksa P. Hall
Ruby Heredia
Jarrett Austin Hobbs
Malcolm Xavier Holden
Nickeya Sharriane Jones
Nathan Thomas Karst
William Ryan Lancaster
Lucas Eugene Lavadour
Trentus Mustapha Lewis Jr.
Rand Maia
Joshua Franklin Morris
Elena Mott
Thi Anh Nguyen Nguyen
Thien An Luu Nguyen
Oluwadarasimi O. Obasa
Cesar Ortiz
Vera L. Penniston
Breery Lee Peterson
Jacqueline Piedra
Tiffany Tao Prewitt
Roy Reyes
Spencer B. Robinson
Raul Rodriguez Jr.
Julian Rojas
Amina Sajanova
Nicholas A. Sanchez
John Gideon Sapp
Connor Julien Schmelter
Laura Elizabeth Scott
Jimmya Lashay Smith
Jonathan Edmund Snider
Temesgen Solomon
Jacob Jubil Tharayil
Haley Todd
Litzy P. Torres
Dalton Walker Tramp
Haleigh Rose Tuma
Isaac Rafael Urias
Nicholas Harrison Vancollie
Steve Vargas
Lillian Ashley Wood
Erick Zamora-Fonseca
Briana Lee Ziino

Bachelor of Science

Lawrence Daniel Aguirre
Areeb Imtiaz Ahmad
Luke Robert Alvarez
Uwezo Auci
Christopher Zyrie Ardon-Dural
Heather M. Austin
Donovan Lee Berrier
Lakshmi Chandrabhanu
Jalen A. Cofield
Gabriella Davis
Rachel Michelle Edgar
John-Robert Frederick Fox
Sujan Gautam
Jorge G. Gomez
April Gonzales
Trent A. Harbert
Justin Powell Keller
Nathan Pearra Ker
Kimberly Leonides
Nadia Maria Major
Jagabir Singh Mondair
Kendall Elizabeth Osborn
Diana Padilla
Deauntae N. Pettiford
Thomas Reagan Ratledge
Strout Santamaria
Adam James Schleder
Isaiah Ke’Shawn Terrell
Heather Olinka Torres
Mitchell Harrison Willard

Bachelor of Business Administration

Accounting

Derek Jay Anderson
Andres Armentero
Ivyo Lee Asagwara
James B. Ball
Jill Raybon Barbosa
Adrian Maxwell Berube
Breeanna Alexiss Bryant
Sean Collyn Byrd
Alberto Aaron Campbell
Savannah L. Castleberry
Hongkun Chen
Devin Michael Cogilan
Jaelon Paul Coleman
Jean Levi Collins
Connor Emily Crowley
Tia Jane Culbreth
John K. Dabney

Josh Thomas David
Austin D. Davis
Xavier De Rante Dean
Tiffany Kittmeichin Doungel
Kyle Joseph Fryer
Jayci Brianna Genson
Parker T. Graves
Shelby Nicole Grays
Nathan Narciso Gutierrez
Aleksa P. Hall
Ruby Heredia
Jarrett Austin Hobbs
Malcolm Xavier Holden
Nickeya Sharriane Jones
Nathan Thomas Karst
William Ryan Lancaster
Lucas Eugene Lavadour
Trentus Mustapha Lewis Jr.
Rand Maia
Joshua Franklin Morris
Elena Mott
Thi Anh Nguyen Nguyen
Thien An Luu Nguyen
Oluwadarasimi O. Obasa
Cesar Ortiz
Vera L. Penniston
Breery Lee Peterson
Jacqueline Piedra
Tiffany Tao Prewitt
Roy Reyes
Spencer B. Robinson
Raul Rodriguez Jr.
Julian Rojas
Amina Sajanova
Nicholas A. Sanchez
John Gideon Sapp
Connor Julien Schmelter
Laura Elizabeth Scott
Jimmya Lashay Smith
Jonathan Edmund Snider
Temesgen Solomon
Jacob Jubil Tharayil
Haley Todd
Litzy P. Torres
Dalton Walker Tramp
Haleigh Rose Tuma
Isaac Rafael Urias
Nicholas Harrison Vancollie
Steve Vargas
Lillian Ashley Wood
Erick Zamora-Fonseca
Briana Lee Ziino

Bachelor of Science

Accounting

Arwa Musa Abutouk
Adrian Marcel Andrade
Nicholas Arzi
Jacqueline Louise Buffington
Sophia Buitrago

Bachelor of Business Administration

Economics

Fanny Arzate Ramirez
Jose Gustavo Guzman
Isha Ismail
Oscar Martinez
Jane Abiero Mitemia
Christian Rivers Suggs

James Kevin Caldwell
Madison G. Church
Trinity E. Del Regno
Christopher Alexander Djinov
Adam Elias Elmur
Sophia Englerth
Marissa R. Guerrero
Emily Gardner Maher
Logan Jay Myers
Jack S. Nagel
Lauren Olivia Nelson
Abby L. Van Sice

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Finance
Abel Afework
Andre Nelson Aguilar*
Victoria M. Alcala
Jaxon Tyler Alley*
Zahra Habib A. Alqallaf*
Daijah C. Andrews*
Pamela Chacon Bedolla
Eric Steven Bertoldo*
Kayla Ashlee Best
Merab Desta Bezbah*
Nathan Quinn Bradford
Reece Warren Brown
Belan Julieta Burdette*
Andrew Pickens Calhoun*
Jordy Campos Llamas*
William David Carlson
Jacob Romero Carrillo
Joseph Lee Carter
Jonathan Douglas Cornwell*
Zachary R. Crook
Alexis Nicole Darnell
Ronell Darwin
Sallay Hajdja Dassama
Colton A. Diehm*
Danny Do
Christopher Lemuel Edwards*
Ian Alexander Estrada*
Thayer Duran Fenley*
Christopher Robert Fitch*
Julian Jay Garcia*
Carlos Adrian Garcia Hernandez*
Daniel Ghaderi
Issac Luke Grey
Ok M. Hajar
Hilton Lee Hall*
Sarah V. Hammond
Blake William Henson
Daisy M. Hernandez
Jose A. Hernandez*
Geovanni David Herrera
Kyler Blake Hogan
Sydney Jeanne Holden
Justin T. Humphries*
Bashar Isid
Cameron H. Jackson
Alex M. Kaloki
Jonathan R. Kimble
Jakob William Kohler
Justin Daniel Labonte
Tyrus N. Lacey
Carlos Roberto Landa
Zachary Cade Larsen
Ellis Le
Melissa Kaiolohia Logan*
Daniel Lopez
Estrella G. Lopez
Jessica Nicole Lopez
Caleb J. Lungu
Suraj Kumar Majumdar*
Kevin Vichet Mam*
Valerie Martinez
Zebull Matha
Brennan Lee-Michael McKey
Devin M. Miles*
Ayivi Svenn Auguste Emmanuel OmVendedor
Jason Moreno*
Enrique Najera
Nicholas H. Nakwaasah*
Joseph F. Neal
Alex Nguyen
Thien Tam Nguyen*
Camille Noel O'Brien
Bryan D. O'connor
Ethan G. Oliver*
Pragalva Pandey
Nirmal Patel*
Priyanka U. Patel
Andrew Michael Pedigo
Mitchell D. Peliter
Jancarlo Perez*
Carson Elwood Perkins
Dylan M. Pirani
Hudson Reece Powell
Conor D. Proefrock
Ruben Prom
Daniel Alexander Rabady
Nijji P. Rajan*
Marco Antonio Ramirez
Casey Reed
Zachary T. Rhea
Matthew James Rodman*
Alvaro Rodriguez
David Rodriguez*
Jacob Peter Rogge
Liam E. Romero
Edwin Rubio*
Ian Alan Runyan
Anas Sajid*
Skylar Reagan Salgado*
Adiemi Sanchez
Cesar Constantino Sanchez
Stephanie Sanchez
Dawson Joseph Sarvadi
Peter Douglas Schmidt*
Daniel Ryan Shoesmith
Natalia Andrea Sorensen
Aja A. Steiner
Philip Anthony Stolfa
Adron M. Torres*
Luis Nathanael Torres
Nhat Quang Tran
Biraj Uprety
Carlos Alberto Valdez
Hemoro Vargas*
Justin Randell Von Spreckeen
Alexander D. Watson*
Dylan T. Whitehead
Matthew B. Wooten
Steven Tanner Yantis
Richard Miller Young*
Austin Yuan
Cristian Jared Zamarron Guerra
Claudia Kristel Zeron Morales

Real Estate
Kylee Rene Anderson
Parker Sean Bell
Richard Camacho
Johana Jocelyne Cerda
Zachary D. Crawford
Landry Dale Fish*
Pedro Garza Jr.
Jeffrey Tanner Hart
Cole Hawkins
Collin Matthew Kubecka*
Sarai Manuela Martinez
Joshua Massarehisa*
Sara Elizabeth Neill
Ishamt Hemant Patel
Angel Salas
Karsen Whitley Spencer*
Zaida Anita Thompson*

Risk, Insurance, and Financial Services
Seth Michael Clark*
Trista O. Dodd
Eduardo Nicolas Elizondo
Brayden Wayne George
Gareth Z. Jones
David Joseph Leach*
Haley D. Lewis*
Steven Tuan Si Nguyen*

Mason C. Parr
Samuel Silber Tabucinic*
Ivra Kendall Simpson Jr.
Angel Yael Vargas

Department of Information Technology and Decision Sciences
Bachelor of Business Administration

Business Analytics
Adedayo Abeleobaba Adeeye*
Fnu Ahsan
Yumi Amaguchi
Diego A. Aranda
Rajan Bachani*
Haylea Brice Clories
Eric Hunter Young Dumstrom
Thi Kim Phung Dang
Magloire M. Diala
Mai Nguyen Do
Aaron Douglas Edwards
Nina I. Frink
Victor A. Hernandez
Seewyoung Joo
Eunha Jung
Dipendra Kaphle*
Sarah Nicole Keeton
Garrett M. Koenig
Victoria M. Koonce
Pemberai Runyararo Koro Mafi
Sambridee Mahat
Nhu “Riley” Mai
Mary Elizabeth McMahon
Erika Yazmin Montes
Noziwe Z. Nkolomi*
Amanda Folasade Osifeso
Jay Kalpeshkumar Patel
Prasann Gaurangkumar Patel
Weihao Qin
Skyler Xavier Ray*
Xavier J. Sells
Bharath Shyamsunder*
Julia Ann Tenny
Varsha Thota
Paula Osei Tutu
Ever Noah Verduzco
Sachi Draupadi Wijeratne
Garrett Rhoads Williams
Jason Anthony Zulpa

Bachelor of Computer Information Systems
Opeyemi Olamiposi Aguda
Barakat Oreooluwa Alaka
Araceli Arbaiza
Mominia Arif
Tushar Basu
Noah Daniel Bekele
Anthony K. Boafo*
Isaac Christopher Bravo
Tommy Dji Buth
Rebecca Anjali Chacko*
Sarah Damso*
Ariana Skyee De Leon
Paige Sydney Donegan*
Aaron Tamirat Endris*
Akshay Errabolu
Laud Esliejoe
Thomas John Figueroa
Michelle Sarah Elizabeth Garcia

Bachelor of Business Administration
Entrepreneurship and Enterprise Management
Omar Abdul-Hafiz*
Catherine Esin Aslan
Emely Gisselle Benitez
Zain H. Bhawala
Arianna Elisabeth Bradley
Omar Alejandro Caballero
Malcolm Janna Callahan
Alexander Stefan Colboun*
Mitchell Hamilton Cook
Kelsey Dominguez
John Austin Drury*
Sydney O’Neil Edwards
Aleeyah K. Galdeira*
Daphne Lucia Gonzalez
Rudolph Guerra III
Timia Lamari Harvey
Akhbar Haryani
Zachary Paul Hentschel
Christopher Jalen Hicks*
Jason N. Higareda
Tyler Brendan Huneycutt
Gabrielle A. Hunt

Adam Hardin
Alia Haseeb*
Bato Hamed Hili*
Blake Anthony Hill*
Camille D. Houston
Isabella Louise Humper*
Naiil Jamal
Ricardo Jasso
Oluwafere Iyinoluwa Jimi-Shodeko
Supriya Khatiwada
Caden Andrew Knighten
Diane Mireille Konan*
Joshua Mathew Kottoor
Hussain Nizar Lalani
Austin Michael Luloh
Nhu “Riley” Mai
Kameron M. Martin
Michael Martinez*
Danny Korah Mathew
Damien E. McDaniel
Eduardo Miranda
Chioma B. Obi*
Folayemii Ibinokoluwa Olagundoye
Olaholuwa Elizabeth Olukotun
Esteban Ortega
Bryan A. Palos
Jonas Quoc Vinh Pham
Truc Thi Thanh Phan
Sanna Pohuha
Sanjana Prashanth
Kenneth Christopher Rivera
Jacob Alexander Rodriguez
Obed Rodriguez*
Jayla Juliana Ross
Fahim Ali Salim*
Kyle Schultz*
Muhammad Saquib Surri
Tommas Tanguma
Oy Yann Guy Anselme Tano
Samuel J. Taylor
Brian Nathanial Trageser
Sergio Evander Trigueros
Paul Alejandro Valle*
Dany Villanueva
Jun Y. Yi
Thomas Elliot Zubzer*

Department of Management
Bachelor of Business Administration
Entrepreneurship and Enterprise Management
Omar Abdul-Hafiz*
Catherine Esin Aslan
Emely Gisselle Benitez
Zain H. Bhawala
Arianna Elisabeth Bradley
Omar Alejandro Caballero
Malcolm Janna Callahan
Alexander Stefan Colboun*
Mitchell Hamilton Cook
Kelsey Dominguez
John Austin Drury*
Sydney O’Neil Edwards
Aleeyah K. Galdeira*
Daphne Lucia Gonzalez
Rudolph Guerra III
Timia Lamari Harvey
Akhbar Haryani
Zachary Paul Hentschel
Christopher Jalen Hicks*
Jason N. Higareda
Tyler Brendan Huneycutt
Gabrielle A. Hunt

Adam Hardin
Alia Haseeb*
Bato Hamed Hili*
Blake Anthony Hill*
Camille D. Houston
Isabella Louise Humper*
Naiil Jamal
Ricardo Jasso
Oluwafere Iyinoluwa Jimi-Shodeko
Supriya Khatiwada
Caden Andrew Knighten
Diane Mireille Konan*
Joshua Mathew Kottoor
Hussain Nizar Lalani
Austin Michael Luloh
Nhu “Riley” Mai
Kameron M. Martin
Michael Martinez*
Danny Korah Mathew
Damien E. McDaniel
Eduardo Miranda
Chioma B. Obi*
Folayemii Ibinokoluwa Olagundoye
Olaholuwa Elizabeth Olukotun
Esteban Ortega
Bryan A. Palos
Jonas Quoc Vinh Pham
Truc Thi Thanh Phan
Sanna Pohuha
Sanjana Prashanth
Kenneth Christopher Rivera
Jacob Alexander Rodriguez
Obed Rodriguez*
Jayla Juliana Ross
Fahim Ali Salim*
Kyle Schultz*
Muhammad Saquib Surri
Tommas Tanguma
Oy Yann Guy Anselme Tano
Samuel J. Taylor
Brian Nathanial Trageser
Sergio Evander Trigueros
Paul Alejandro Valle*
Dany Villanueva
Jun Y. Yi
Thomas Elliot Zubzer*

Department of Management
Bachelor of Business Administration
Entrepreneurship and Enterprise Management
Omar Abdul-Hafiz*
Catherine Esin Aslan
Emely Gisselle Benitez
Zain H. Bhawala
Arianna Elisabeth Bradley
Omar Alejandro Caballero
Malcolm Janna Callahan
Alexander Stefan Colboun*
Mitchell Hamilton Cook
Kelsey Dominguez
John Austin Drury*
Sydney O’Neil Edwards
Aleeyah K. Galdeira*
Daphne Lucia Gonzalez
Rudolph Guerra III
Timia Lamari Harvey
Akhbar Haryani
Zachary Paul Hentschel
Christopher Jalen Hicks*
Jason N. Higareda
Tyler Brendan Huneycutt
Gabrielle A. Hunt

Adam Hardin
Alia Haseeb*
Bato Hamed Hili*
Blake Anthony Hill*
Camille D. Houston
Isabella Louise Humper*
Naiil Jamal
Ricardo Jasso
Oluwafere Iyinoluwa Jimi-Shodeko
Supriya Khatiwada
Caden Andrew Knighten
Diane Mireille Konan*
Joshua Mathew Kottoor
Hussain Nizar Lalani
Austin Michael Luloh
Nhu “Riley” Mai
Kameron M. Martin
Michael Martinez*
Danny Korah Mathew
Damien E. McDaniel
Eduardo Miranda
Chioma B. Obi*
Folayemii Ibinokoluwa Olagundoye
Olaholuwa Elizabeth Olukotun
Esteban Ortega
Bryan A. Palos
Jonas Quoc Vinh Pham
Truc Thi Thanh Phan
Sanna Pohuha
Sanjana Prashanth
Kenneth Christopher Rivera
Jacob Alexander Rodriguez
Obed Rodriguez*
Jayla Juliana Ross
Fahim Ali Salim*
Kyle Schultz*
Muhammad Saquib Surri
Tommas Tanguma
Oy Yann Guy Anselme Tano
Samuel J. Taylor
Brian Nathanial Trageser
Sergio Evander Trigueros
Paul Alejandro Valle*
Dany Villanueva
Jun Y. Yi
Thomas Elliot Zubzer*

Department of Management
Human Resource Management

Fnu Abdul Mukhtadid
Elon Kiro Isobe
D'Mario Deon Alberty*
Venus Aryal*
Claire Amanda Bernadine
Angela Butcher
Heather Danial Cary
Sofia G. Castro Magarin
Casey E. Cook
Alex Javier De La Paz
Isabelle Riley Defore*
Rashad Dhanji
Lonara Lynn Dixson
Georgia Atlanta Jewel Estes*
Christina Leigh Fagan
Alexis E. Figueroa*
Phoebe Noelle Fonseca*
Jessica Caleigh Garza
Jaime Gonzalez
ShaVonne Renee’ Hall*
Amy Elaine Harris*
Stephanie Zoe Harvey
Bree’ Ajanu Holmes*
Lauren Michel Jimenez*
Alisha Karki*
Megan Fay Kesler
Palwsha Khan*
Shimrah M. Khan
Warisha Khan
Mikimoto Le*
Ceece Harriet Lieberman
Hung Mang
Nalley Medina*
James B. Meza
Isiaah Samuel Miller
Hadia Tahir Muhammad
Jomauri Latrell Murray
Madison A. Palmer*
Patricia Ann Palos
Ethan P. Pham*
Zachary Paul Reed
Alyssa Lee Reske
Ialen Ray Robertson
Tristan Robinson*
Alexis Lynn Rucker*
Abigail Salgado Benitez*
Maria Sanchez
Michael Blake Seymore
Joseph Anthony Tate
Sharon Volpe*
Jonathan Michael Walters*
Emily Brooke Watson

Joshua Joseph Windham
Jazzmine Najourney York

Sport Entertainment Management

Allen Arellano Campos*
Andres Casares
Andres Rafael Colina*
Parker John Cupp
Corey Gentle
Michelle Elaine Haught
Cortez Oshone Hunter
Christopher R. Lauclinda*
Nicholas Ray Masden
Surafel Befekadu Metaferia
Benjamin Graham Miller
Billy Lee Mixon
Krisha Anil Patidar*
John Walter Scott
Christian Kevon White

Department of Logistics and Operations Management

Bachelor of Business Administration

Operations and Supply Management

Aaron Humza Ali
Jesse Ryan Blosser
Chloe Elisabeth Brown
Jeremy Allan Dye*
Armaia Fahim
Adrian G. Gallegos
Eduardo Gomez Mendoza*
Carla Azucena Guerrero
Eric Harrison
Dane M. Jackson*
Alice Faye James
Jared T. King
Landon Marshall McCalip
Seth T. Miller
François D. Ndjoumche
Juan Palacios Gomez*
Madelyn Grace Parker
Ethan Patrick Riley*
Francisco Xavier Sanchez
Sneh Shah
William Zia Shamsy
Truitt Alan Snyder
Allen Putbukkattuchira Thomas*
Hao Zhang

Bachelor of Science

Aviation Logistics

Mason Montgomery Addison
Kyle Matthew Gibson
Nicholas Taylor Hawkins
Austin Micheal Higby
Lane Spencer Holin
Richard Lawrence Kienle*
Austin William Kissam
Bradley Alexander Laceurex*
Christopher James Rigler
Kaya Mackenzie Roof
Christopher Francis Rutherford
Bharath Shyamsunder*
Olivia Grayce Wattman*

Logistics and Supply Chain Management

Mohamed Ahmed Abdulrahim
Stephen Garrett Ailshie
Brett James Alcock
Hunter Max Alford
Salman Mohammed A. Almashama
Zainab Mohammed A. Almayf
Zach Cole Andrews
Irene Sofia Avila
Troy Cameron Avon
Jose Rafael Bernal*
Daniel Jose Callejas Cordero
Patrick Daniel Day
Enrique Jessen Dolor III
Delani Rae Edwards
Shannya Milagros Fleitas
Heidy P. Gallegos
Alexander Nicholas Galt
Michelle A. Gonzales
Sara Gabriela Herrera
Vaughan Jose Highlen*
William Allen Holditch
Drew M. Jolly*
Jesse Charles Jones
Jared R. Kalata
Trey Kelley
Alexander Bertrand Kidd
Brendan Keith King
Joshua Scott Lansdale
Elizabeth Le*
Reed S. Lyons
Hussein Imad Mahrouq
Diego Martinez
Arshveer Singh Mattu
Alan J. Mccall
Natalie Paige Morman*
Ceylin O. Nguyen
Zachary James Norris*
Thien Man Phan
Jared Randle Phipps
Andrew Cullen Quave
Sheynen Matthew Seguin
Tubista A. Seyoum
Andrew J. Tovar*
John Carl Willems
Penton Chase Womack*

Marketing

Bachelor of Business Administration

Marketing

Saif-EI-Deen Abu-Arja
Tamarra N. Abusaad*
Anuoluwapo Adenike Adebayo
Ismael Alvarez
Jaye Nacole Anthony*
Marcos L. Ayala
Shivani A. Bhatia
Christopher Thomas Bolash
Madyson L. Bolton
Morgan Elise Bonner
Dustin Blake Bowery
Ellie Marie Breaux*
Jasmine R. Brown
Veronica Estella Bustillos
Amarilis Cardenas
David J. Carreon
Yasin Berk Cebeci
Manuel Alejandro Chavez
Jose Armando Chavez Jr.*
Michelle Marie Constable
Jesse A. Cook
Kaylee Marie Cooley*
Eduardo Cuebas
Lauren A. Danelius
Anshul Shivkumar Dang*
Elizabeth Marie Diehl
Anh Dinh

Adam H. Domiert
Hannah Camille Mae Eagleston
Benjamin Ehdiiane Empokaire
Jean Luc Feliciano Rivera*
Kristin L. Fortenberry*
Manuela French*
Brianna Lynn Fullerton
Kevin Isaac Garcia*
Hunter Kane Gibson*
Lauren Marie Gibson
Jessica M. Gonzalez
Ryland Ethan Ford*
Brady J. Hanley*
Lauren Elizabeth Hardgrave*
Nicholas William Hempel*
Sara Gabriela Herrera
Mariel Raeann Hesselgesser
Austin Allen Hinte
Alyssa Lee Reske*

Ethan Puthukkattuchira Thomas*
William Travis Lakey*
Isabella Miranda Leathers*
Tanner Randall Lee*
Casandra Ruth Leon
Paige Renee Levy
Sydney N. Levy*
Taylor Kimberly Lewis
John R. Linch*
Jake Livermore*
Lauren Amelia Lockwood
Jesus B. Lopez
Ileana Marie Lujan*
Aria Winter Macon
Ezequiel Isai Maldonado
Iris Narobia Marti
Jordan Sierra Martinez
Kathalin Erlinda Martinez
Nathan Cruz Martinez*
Monica Martinez Salas
Marc Rohan Mathura*
Abigail Lynn Maxwell
Karen Amairani Maya Valle
Caitlin Michelle Mayo*
Lainey Reagan McElreath
Briana Tasia McKillion*
Melissa Del Rocio Medel*
Elizabeth Medina
Marisa Nicole Medrano
Veronica Mendiola*
Payton Elizabeth Miller
Elexis Keandria Nicole Mims
Marianna Isabel Morillo
Burke Anthony Morton*
Danny A. Muniz
Jacob Michael Neely
Andrew Taylor Nelson*
Don Bach Ngo
Jillian Leigh Nietschmann
Joel Joshua Njafuh Nubia*
Julie Njeri Njuguna
Joshua J. Nwachukwu*
Adam N. Peck
Alexis Elizabeth Peery
Noah David Perez*
Carson J. Perry*
Caden Ray Piore*
Kimberly Dawn Pollock
Soledad Puente*
Jillian Leigh Nietschmann

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Holli Breann Sparks
Heidi Esther Christine Stanelle*
Paola Torres*
Veronie J. Xavier
Shyla Mari Manalo Zantua

Department of Design

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Communication Design
Sabaa Aisha Akram*
Nima Ayagh*
Claudia Bastos
Bryce David Johnson
Mariangela Fagan*
Jamileh Julie Shiber
Shadow Lee Trammel*

Communication Design/ User-Experience Design
Litzy Paola Rea Valdez
Edgar A. Rosales*
Douglas Connor Woodward

Fashion Design
Sasha M. Barker*
Cindy Vanessa Gonzalez Canjura*
Shuree Morris
Dominique N. Ray

Interior Design
Payton L. Mason

Department of Studio Art

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Studio Art/Ceramics
Anna Alexa Lombardo
Emily K. Lowry
Juan J. Ramos
Brhea Dawn Stevenson

Studio Art/Drawing and Painting
Wyatt Woodruff Adams
Sofia Teresa Alejandro
Nissy Botembe*
William Robert Bush*
Robin Morgan Butterfield
Jay Crisp
Anna Field*
Benjamin Scott Folsom*
Alexander Tiger Ford*
Mary A. Gamertsfelder*
Toni Garmon
Jennifer Vianney Godinez
Annaly Gonzalez
Joseph Halsell
Dylan John Hayles*
Matthew Garrett Jones
Christina M. King
Adrien Adair Klunke
Anna Alexa Lombardo
Emily K. Lowry

Kathleen R. Matthews
Riley Erin McGuinness
Carol Marie Mitz
Elizabeth F. Moore*
Sheetal Nepali
Caylee Anne Rich
Tyler April-Marie Robinson
Lauren Nicole Rosenberg
Jaqueline Rubi Gamero*
Madison M. Scott
Lauren Heather Scritchfield
Isabel C. Simpson
Paige Lauren Springfield
Brhea Dawn Stevenson
Sadie E. Thibodeaux
Nicole A. Young

Studio Art/ Metalsmithing and Jewelry
Jack C. Cely
Casey Oli Eastes
Grace Sengraw Labya*

Studio Art/New Media Art
Willy R. Alvarez
William G. Beebe
Sterling Jesse Bueno
Ricardo Juan Estrada
Garrett D. Hlavinka
Cedric C. Iwuala
Loni Ann Malig*
Adrian Monroy
Marely Negrete
Melissa Tavares

Studio Art/Photography
Leian O. Alshaer*
Nicolas Roberto Campbell*
Estefania Cervantes
Jennifer Cholula
Courtney Leeann Han
Christian Demond Harper*
Margaret Michelle Heller
Andrew T. Jones
Haidyn Alexandra McKenzie
Amber Nicole Moon
Julianna Lizette Rangel
Litzy Paola Rea Valdez
Haley Sanford
Johnathon J. Slater
Kaye Elyssa Beth Calderon Solomon

Studio Art/Printmaking
Xavier Estelle Byrdlee
Rachel Lauren Mitchell
Kassidy Noelle Stines
Natalie Rose Wood

*Summer 2023 Graduate
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To be included in the commencement program, students must have met the required deadlines and be approved to participate by October 20. Inclusion in the commencement program or participation in commencement ceremonies does not indicate completion of degree requirements or final awarding of the degree.
### Department of Counseling and Higher Education

#### Master of Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rwahi Talal S. Aldibane</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Robert Biles*</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sally LaRue Carne</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calvin Lee Dement</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La'Tesha S. Dowles</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan L. Hitchcock</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Marie Nikolai</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenzie Lane Tullier</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Michelle Carlson</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katelyn A. Carter</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Shatto Cox</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Michelle Detloff*</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Bailey Jade Dooley</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natasha Lindsay Driedger</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Louise Eubank*</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Michelle Dawson*</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karla Yajaira Flores Melendez</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria De La Luz Folkerth*</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Rae Foltz</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lay Elizabeth Johnson George*</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karla Hernandez*</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Michelle Hochstein</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy Ann Johnston*</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kassie Kuhlmeier Keller</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleen Elissa Lesher</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine Renee Madrid</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Elizabeth Malcom*</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah Alexandra McCutchin*</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatom Brie McFerren</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deante' Davon Moore</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Kathleen Nestor</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Iveth Ramirez</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily M. Reid*</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiara Brianne Reyes</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dania Shakoor</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Renee Sprobo</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana Coal Squares</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Dawn Storey</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loran Makenzie Tyler</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Michelle Vaughan</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Faye Wedgeworth</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cecilia Anais Williams*</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Master of Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nataly Aguirre Catalan</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexcea M. Baggett*</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Mark Brauer*</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shante Cherelle Butler</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Michelle Carlson</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katelyn A. Carter</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Shatto Cox</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Michelle Detloff*</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Bailey Jade Dooley</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natasha Lindsay Driedger</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Louise Eubank*</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Michelle Dawson*</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karla Yajaira Flores Melendez</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria De La Luz Folkerth*</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Rae Foltz</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lay Elizabeth Johnson George*</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karla Hernandez*</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Michelle Hochstein</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy Ann Johnston*</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kassie Kuhlmeier Keller</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleen Elissa Lesher</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine Renee Madrid</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura G. Tovar-Palma</td>
<td>Special Education - High Incidence Disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah Nicole Watson</td>
<td>Special Education - Autism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caylin Taylor Woods*</td>
<td>Special Education - Autism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Department of Educational Psychology

#### Master of Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mirella Castillo</td>
<td>Special Education - High Incidence Disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allissa J. Clark*</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Rose Davis*</td>
<td>Special Education - Educational Diagnostician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meggan Ersch Ferguson*</td>
<td>Special Education - Educational Diagnostician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Lynne Fraga*</td>
<td>Special Education - Mild/Moderate Disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana Elizabeth Gaskamp*</td>
<td>Special Education - Educational Diagnostician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandy Lee Grother*</td>
<td>Special Education - Educational Diagnostician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daquita M. Hardeman</td>
<td>Special Education - Autism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Jamie Hudson*</td>
<td>Special Education - Educational Diagnostician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Milanes Jackson Jr.*</td>
<td>Special Education - Educational Diagnostician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teresa Dawn Lindsey*</td>
<td>Special Education - Educational Diagnostician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinia Reyes*</td>
<td>Special Education - Autism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia Ann Scales*</td>
<td>Special Education - Educational Diagnostician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cierra L. Scally</td>
<td>Special Education - High Incidence Disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sta'Shawn D. Swift*</td>
<td>Special Education - Autism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Master of Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Faye Bohannon*</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Gifted and Talented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Ann Borja*</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - High Incidence Disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yamilett Ciftali Compean</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Gifted and Talented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Gandara*</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Gifted and Talented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhiannon Mercedes Laxalt*</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Gifted and Talented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzanne McManus</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Gifted and Talented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenni Pozmantier Muskin*</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Gifted and Talented</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Department of Kinesiology, Health Promotion and Recreation

#### Master of Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samir Al-Jarbout*</td>
<td>Recreation, Event and Sport Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomie Malik Anderson</td>
<td>Recreation, Event and Sport Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Marino Brammer</td>
<td>Recreation, Event and Sport Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan Ignacio Bueno</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roderic Lamar Burns</td>
<td>Recreation, Event and Sport Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daizion Casmony Carroll</td>
<td>Recreation, Event and Sport Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kylie S. Casas</td>
<td>Recreation, Event and Sport Management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Summer 2023 Graduate*
Brandi De La Rosa
Re recreation, Event and Sport Management

Madeline Ashley Dodget
Recreation, Event and Sport Management

Matthew Tomas Galvan*
Recreation, Event and Sport Management

Bryson Latrelle Jackson*
Recreation, Event and Sport Management

Davonne Terell Jones*
Recreation, Event and Sport Management

Olivia Rae Klein*
Recreation, Event and Sport Management

Michael Jun Ma*
Recreation, Event and Sport Management

Kaci Moreka
Recreation, Event and Sport Management

Taija Janae Nelson*
Kinesiology

Peter Oseghale Osinem
Kinesiology

Tavion B. Pleasant*
Kinesiology

Kirrah Powell*
Recreation, Event and Sport Management

Sohaila Rahman*
Kinesiology

Thesis: The Experiences of Young Adult-Aged Women from South Asian Countries Attempting to Participate in Sport and Physical Activity in the United States

Cenia Lee Resto
Recreation, Event and Sport Management

Zoie Alexis Riles
Kinesiology

Jordan Chase Smith*
Recreation, Event and Sport Management

Laila Cenet Wilson*
Recreation, Event and Sport Management

Inger Rochelle Coleman
Educational Leadership

Jonathan Allen Cox*
Teaching

Rachel E. Cramer*
Teaching

Samantha Renee Cruz
Teaching

Lindsey Elizabeth Davis*
Teaching

Ashley A. Desoto*
Teaching

Megan Nicole Diaz*
Educational Leadership

Nathan Harold Dullinig*
Educational Leadership

Crystal Dyll*
Educational Leadership

Kayllyn Amber Edlin
Educational Leadership

Yasmine Hart Escobar*
Teaching

Austin Joseph Escobedo*
Educational Leadership

Nancy Escobedo
Curriculum and Instruction

Jason Eric Fegraeus*
Educational Leadership

Natalie Morgan Fletcher
Educational Leadership

Dawn Rene Gallenstein*
Curriculum and Instruction

Joyce Garcia*
Educational Leadership

Jessica Sara Garza*
Educational Leadership

Daniel Anthony Geiter
Educational Leadership

Mary Helen Gibson*
Curriculum and Instruction

Jennifer A. Gilbert
Educational Leadership

Brittney Gonzalez*
Teaching

Jared Hart
Educational Leadership

Kristin Haugerud Hart
Teaching

Tiesha Levette Holden
Educational Leadership

Hadley Husman
Educational Leadership

Tiffany Michelle Jaramillo*
Teaching

Graciela Granada Jensen*
Educational Leadership

Alyssa Gabrielle Jimenez
Educational Leadership

Carrie Louise Johnson
Educational Leadership

Joshua Colton Johnson
Teaching

Amanda Rae Jones
Curriculum and Instruction

Cassandra Rachel-Connie King
Educational Leadership

Ngoclinh N. Lam*
Curriculum and Instruction

Quynh To Lam*
Teaching

Courtney Henson Lopez*
Educational Leadership

Manasee Kishore Mankar
Teaching

Emily V. Mashburn*
Teaching

Samantha Kay Maxwell*
Educational Leadership

Loren Carmel May
Educational Leadership

Emily Elizabeth McGee*
Curriculum and Instruction

Jeremy Reshad McLin
Educational Leadership

Samantha Taylor McMillan
Teaching

Layne Jennifer Miles
Educational Leadership

Jennifer Melissa Mireles
Educational Leadership

Kristine Elyse Mohr*
Curriculum and Instruction

Kristina Marie Moreno*
Teaching

Monica Ann Nelson
Curriculum and Instruction

Ana Stasia Yasmin Nieves
Educational Leadership

Kamaria Alexandris Nixon-Jones
Curriculum and Instruction

Shana Nolen
Educational Leadership

Tiffany Odom*
Educational Leadership

Jessica Fain Olivarez*
Educational Leadership

Julia Marie Olmsted*
Teaching

Madison Tabor Oswald*
Teaching

Meagan Nicole Otten
Teaching

Michelle Ann Owen*
Educational Leadership

Cecilia Del Carmen Ivette Palacio Ribon*
Teaching

Ashley Perez
Educational Leadership

Orvia Perez Chenge Hernandez
Teaching

Summer Marie Perkins
Educational Leadership

Angelyn Huyen-Mi Pham*
Educational Leadership

Amanda Sodre Plata*
Teaching

Branson Charles Plunk*
Teaching

Stacey Renee Polk
Educational Leadership

Joel Arturo Portillo*
Educational Leadership

Amber Michelle Preston
Educational Leadership

Aneriselle Joy Prudente
Teaching

Esther Yvette Quintana
Curriculum and Instruction

Stella Lineth Reed
Teaching

Heidi Marie Rees
Teaching

Cora Louise Reikofski
Educational Leadership

Julie White Ricketts
Educational Leadership

Emily Nicole Rodriguez
Teaching

*Summer 2023 Graduate
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Research Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Anastasia Romero</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Curriculum and Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malina Rae Roux</td>
<td>Educational Leadership</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasin Servin Pineda</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delisa Nekole Simmons</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Curriculum and Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Wayne Smith</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelvin Armon Smith Jr.</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayden Michael Stallings</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Educational Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Norman Sutton</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Educational Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer M. Sweet</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taniaya Andrea Yates</td>
<td>Teaching</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Engineering**

Paul Knueger, Dean

### Department of Biomedical Engineering

**Master of Science**

- Anukriti Dey*  
  Biomedical Engineering

- Mason Eric Forshage  
  Biomedical Engineering

- Manikanth Reddy Gottimukkula  
  Biomedical Engineering

- Drake Everett Hughes  
  Biomedical Engineering

- Daniel Cody Johnson*  
  Biomedical Engineering

- Yashesh Varun Kasani  
  Biomedical Engineering

- Robert Darrel Powell  
  Biomedical Engineering

- Jimit Gautambhai Rathod  
  Biomedical Engineering

- Percyval Prince-Danny Seddoh*  
  Biomedical Engineering

- Amher Lynn Stanisha*  
  Biomedical Engineering

- Nicholas A. Torres*  
  Biomedical Engineering

- Manav Goud Vanga*  
  Biomedical Engineering

### Department of Computer Science and Engineering

**Master of Science**

- Uday Kiran Adapala  
  Computer Science

- Madhuri Addla  
  Computer Science

- Neetha Adhimoolam  
  Computer Science

- Jawad Ahmed  
  Computer Science

- Samauddin Ahmed  
  Computer Science

- Ramkiran Akula  
  Computer Science

- Alexis Theobald*  
  Educational Leadership

- Stefanie Rose Wuesche Turnbow  
  Educational Leadership

- Menakshi Viswanathan  
  Teaching

- Sarah Elizabeth Vogel*  
  Curriculum and Instruction

- Courtney R. Walker  
  Teaching

- Meghan Elizabeth White  
  Teaching

- Brienne J. Wilkins*  
  Teaching

- Ted Wolf*  
  Educational Leadership

- Keerthana Kumari Ala  
  Computer Science

- Sri Sai Vishnu Alahari*  
  Computer Science

- Ashajyothi Alapati  
  Computer Science

- Syed Haider Ali  
  Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

- Abdulrahman Ibrahim M. Alkini  
  Computer Engineering

- Thesus: FruitPAL: An LoT-Enabled Framework for Automatic Monitoring of Fruit Consumption in Smart Healthcare

- Lakshmi Mounika Allamneni  
  Computer Science

- Pooja Durga Aluri  
  Computer Science

- Niharika Reddy Amanaganti*  
  Computer Science

- Harshita Ambilpur*  
  Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

- Bhanuchandu Ammadipalli  
  Computer Science

- Naveya Anantha  
  Computer Science

- Akshay Raj Singh Anguvala  
  Computer Science

- Prasanna Sai Annapureddy  
  Computer Science

- Sheshank Kumar Anumari  
  Computer Science

- Likitha Apratiti  
  Computer Science

- Srijam Attaluri  
  Computer Science

- Sri Vidya Bachina  
  Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

- Neha Goud Baddam*  
  Computer Science

- Vamsi Krishna Reddy Badduri  
  Computer Engineering

- Syed Bhardoodja*  
  Computer Science

- Kayya Balasubramaniam  
  Computer Science

- Naresh Balla  
  Computer Science

- Charishma Naga Sai Sarada Balusu*  
  Computer Science

- Sai Teja Balusu*  
  Computer Science

- Sai Priyanka Bandaru  
  Computer Science

- Yaswanth Bandreddi  
  Computer Science

- Keerthipriya Bankuru*  
  Computer Science

- Sarah Anne Beaver  
  Computer Science

- Sreeja Bellamkonda  
  Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

- Sai Krishna Reddy Beluri  
  Computer Science

- Mittalben Jay Bhatiya  
  Computer Science

- Anil Kumar Bhogadi  
  Computer Science

- Shravya Reddy Billa  
  Computer Engineering

- Manisha Mahitha Boddu*  
  Computer Science

- Saisivaji Bodd  
  Computer Science

- Bhargava Sai Bodduluru  
  Computer Science

- Rohit Bodepudi  
  Computer Science

- Vamsi Krishna Reddy Bogasamudram  
  Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

- Nikhil Boini*  
  Computer Science

- Rohan Bojanapally*  
  Computer Science

- Varsha Bolneni*  
  Computer Science

- Deshik Kumar Bommini  
  Computer Science

- Vivek Boppana  
  Computer Science

- Someshwar Reddy Borra  
  Computer Science

- Venkat Borra  
  Computer Science

- Stephanie Brooks*  
  Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

- Sai Krishna Bussa  
  Data Engineering

- Krishna Reddy Chaduvu  
  Computer Science

- Sai Sri Harsha Chakravarthula  
  Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

- Premswai Ganesh Charugundla*  
  Computer Science

- Praveen Chetkuri  
  Computer Science

- Amarendar Reddy Chevula  
  Computer Science

- Purandhara Maharshi Chidurala  
  Computer Science

- Sushma Chirra  
  Computer Science

- Naga Poojitha Chirukuri  
  Computer Science

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Aiswarya Marapatla  
Computer Science

Poojitha Maridi  
Computer Science

Aishwarya Maroji  
Computer Science

Sandy W. Martínez-Echegoyen  
Data Engineering

Dinesh Masetty*  
Computer Science

Sai Kiran Medarametla  
Computer Science

Stephen Joshua Midda  
Cybersecurity

Aparnna Mirapakayala  
Computer Science

Venkata Naga Teja Modukuri  
Computer Science

Divya Mounica Mogalturthi  
Computer Science

Abdul Suhain Mohammad  
Computer Engineering

Saneem Mohammad  
Computer Science

Abdul Ahad Mohammed  
Computer Science

Iliyas Ahmed Mohammed  
Computer Science

Deepika Goud Muddhapuram  
Computer Science

Navyasree Muppala  
Computer Science

Brayan Siven Murillo Gutierrez  
Data Engineering

Deepa Murugesan  
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Narasimharao Naganaboina  
Computer Science

Akhin Reddy Nagaruru  
Computer Science

Harshith Reddy Nagireddy  
Computer Science

Sowmya Nagula  
Computer Science

Navya Nallani  
Computer Science

Manoj Chowdary Nalluri  
Computer Science

Srividhya Lakshmi Namini  
Computer Science

Aravinda Reddy Nandimala  
Computer Science

Taraka Veeraraja Nitesh Narapareddy  
Computer Science

Harika Narapareddy  
Computer Science

Anitha Nari*  
Computer Science

Poojitha Navuluru  
Computer Science

Vandana Reddy Neelapureddygaru  
Computer Science

Narend Reddy Nelakurthi  
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Sri Anurag Reddy Neraveta  
Computer Science

Sai Kiran Nethi  
Computer Science

Bhanavi Nimmagadda  
Computer Science

Michael Todd Nutt II*  
Computer Science

Sai Ritiwik Obulasetty  
Computer Science

Jonas Reuben Odom  
Computer Science - Professional MS in Computer Science

Sheela Pabbareddy  
Computer Science

Harika Naga Sai Sree Chandana Padala*  
Computer Science

Jeevan Sravanthi Paidi  
Computer Science

Balaji Sai Sumanth K. Paidimarri  
Computer Science

Sai Ram Paidipalli  
Computer Science

Varshithala Pala  
Computer Science

Sai Rishiha Paladugu  
Computer Science

Sai Manideep Reddy Pallerla*  
Computer Science

Vineela Pamarthi  
Computer Science

Aashish Pandey*  
Computer Science

Hima Bindu Panguluri  
Computer Science

Kavya Parvathaneni  
Computer Science

Vignesh Pasula  
Computer Science

Taran Teja Pasupuleti  
Computer Science

Sahas Reddy Pasya  
Computer Science

Baji Sharif Patan  
Computer Science

Ram Mohan Patcha*  
Computer Science

Krupal Patel  
Computer Science

Tanmayi Patibandla  
Computer Science

Vamshi Vardhan Reddy Patlolla*  
Computer Science

Vamshi Krishna Peddi*  
Computer Science

Sai Sree Pankaj Pekapakayala  
Computer Science

Trang Quoc Pham*  
Computer Science

Baavana Podugu  
Computer Science

Sumitra Devi Polina*  
Computer Science

Tharath Poosha  
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Niveditha Pothisen*  
Computer Science

Amaraventaksirisha Potla  
Computer Science

Vishal Anand Potti  
Computer Science

Manohar Pulivarthi  
Computer Science

Supraj Kumar Reddy Punduru  
Computer Science

Vyshnavi Puniparthi  
Computer Science

Nikhila Putta  
Computer Science

Sruteja Puttapaka*  
Computer Science

Neha Chowdary Puvvada  
Computer Science

Sharan Pyata  
Data Engineering

Navaneeth RagI  
Computer Science

Kevin Anand Raj*  
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Venkata Ram Sushen Rallabandi  
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Bhargava Ram Ramachandrapurupu  
Computer Science

Sai Sathwik Reddy Ramahayam  
Computer Science

Venkata Brahmini Ramasani  
Computer Science

Vineela Ramulapalli  
Data Engineering

Hima Chandana Ravella  
Computer Engineering

Rajeev Mukhesh Sanam  
Data Engineering

Mansi Sandasani  
Computer Science

Ajay Kumar Sathri  
Computer Science

Nandini Seelam*  
Computer Science

Dastagir Shaik  
Computer Science

Mohammed Abdul Qayoom Shaik  
Computer Science

Vamshi Krishna Sharanamagari*  
Computer Science

Arnav Sharma*  
Computer Science

Sai Gopi Sai Srikanth Sirimulla  
Computer Science

Manoharacharya Srirama  
Computer Science

Anwaar Hussain Syed  
Computer Science

Thasina Tabashum*  
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Anil Kumar Takkellapati*  
Computer Science

Sudhakar Talluri  
Computer Science

Anil Kumar Takkellapati  
Computer Science

Sai Manideep Reddy Pallerla*  
Computer Science

Vamshi Krishna Sharanamagari*  
Computer Science

Hima Chandana Ravella  
Computer Engineering

Subramanyam Prasad Sonti  
Computer Science

Raghavender Reddy Sripathi  
Computer Science

Sharanay SriRama  
Data Engineering

Vineela Reddy Sirasanambethi Amaravathy Sreek  
Data Engineering

Sreekar Somi Setty  
Computer Science

Subramanyam Prasad Sonti  
Computer Science

Raghavender Reddy Sripathi  
Computer Science

Sharanay SriRama  
Data Engineering

Manoharacharya Sriramula  
Computer Science

Anwaar Hussain Syed  
Computer Science

Thasina Tabashum*  
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Anil Kumar Takkellapati*  
Computer Science

Sudhakar Talluri  
Computer Science

Neerika Tammareddy  
Computer Science

Nikhil Rao Tannier  
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Bhargava Reddy Tatiparthi  
Computer Science

Satya Anithesh Teralu*  
Computer Science

Geethanjali Thakkalapelly  
Computer Science

Chathurya Thimmappuram  
Computer Science

*NSummer 2023 Graduate
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Department of Electrical Engineering

Master of Science

Ethan Richard Adams
Electrical Engineering

Thesis: Neural Network Classifiers For Object Detection in Optical and Infrared Images

Priyanka Ankani
Electrical Engineering

Sai Sasank Reddy Arimanda
Electrical Engineering

Joya Biswakarma
Electrical Engineering

Kavya Sree Chintala
Electrical Engineering

Raghuveer Chunduri
Electrical Engineering

Piyushkumar Chimanbhai Dohariya
Electrical Engineering

Vikas Reddy Dudagonda
Electrical Engineering

Donald Ifeanyi Ewelugo
Electrical Engineering

Divya Gade
Electrical Engineering

Sharneice Amber Henderson
Electrical Engineering

Rajeshwari Kaza*
Electrical Engineering

Vidyasagar Megaraj*
Electrical Engineering

Rumana Rafique*
Electrical Engineering

Shashank Jha
Electrical Engineering

Department of Materials Science and Engineering

Master of Science

Rawan Khalid Mohammed Al Sulaimi*
Materials Science and Engineering

Thesis: Tribocatalytically-active Coatings for Enhanced Tribological Performance and Carbon-Based Tribofilm Formation

Albertynalejandro Canales Cantú*
Materials Science and Engineering

Devin F. Davis
Materials Science and Engineering

Masleh Uddin Siddiqui
Electrical Engineering

Rashid Syed*
Electrical Engineering

Mahendra Reddy Yellampalli
Computer Science

Raghuveer Reddy Yellaparupu
Computer Science

Sukumaran Reddy Yellaparupu
Computer Science

Yamuna Yennem
Computer Science

Kirannu Yedupuri
Computer Engineering

Saba Yousefian Jazi
Computer Science

Ali Zaya Macknojia*
Materials Science and Engineering

Thesis: Exploring the Synergistic Effects of MXene-based Nanocomposites for Superhydrophobicity and Friction/Wear Reduction on Rough Steel Surfaces

Oluwatosin Isaac Obe
Materials Science and Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

Master of Science

Mohan Sri Krishna Reddy Alla
Engineering Management - General Engineering Management

Harsha Vardhan Reddy Bendram
Engineering Management - Construction Management

Prudhvi Krishna Boggarapu
Engineering Management - Energy

Brahma Teja Chauva
Engineering Management - General Engineering Management

Rohit Reddy Chinthakuntla
Engineering Management - Construction Management

Aparna Dantuluri
Engineering Management - General Engineering Management

Lokeshwar Dasari
Engineering Management - General Engineering Management

Hemanth Kumar Devanaboina
Engineering Management - Construction Management

Onome Aghogho Dosi*
Mechanical and Energy Engineering


Carson Q. Fox
Mechanical and Energy Engineering

Rama Prudhvi Varma Gadriraju
Mechanical and Energy Engineering

Alexandro Sabas Gallegos
Engineering Management - General Engineering Management

Jennyfer Katerine Moreno Gann
Engineering Management - Energy

Karthik Goura
Engineering Management - General Engineering Management

Karthik Guuba
Engineering Management - Construction Management

Pavan Gurram
Mechanical and Energy Engineering

Md Nurul Islam*
Mechanical and Energy Engineering

Noor Jebbeh
Engineering Management - Construction Management

Shashank Jha
Engineering Technology - Construction Management

Anvith Reddy Keesari
Engineering Technology - Construction Management

Sai Srinivas Valluri
Computer Science

Sriharsha Medipally
Engineering Technology - General Engineering Technology

Praveen Kumar Malavath*
Engineering Technology - General Engineering Technology

Lokeshvishal Dasari
Engineering Technology - General Engineering Technology

Jennyfer Katerine Moreno Gann
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Alexandro Sabas Gallegos
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Rama Prudhvi Varma Gadriraju
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Karthik Goura
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Karthik Guuba
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Pavan Gurram
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Md Nurul Islam*
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Noor Jebbeh
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Shashank Jha
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Anvith Reddy Keesari
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Sai Srinivas Valluri
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Sriharsha Medipally
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Praveen Kumar Malavath*
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Lokeshvishal Dasari
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Jennyfer Katerine Moreno Gann
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Alexandro Sabas Gallegos
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Rama Prudhvi Varma Gadriraju
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Karthik Goura
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Karthik Guuba
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Pavan Gurram
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Md Nurul Islam*
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Noor Jebbeh
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Shashank Jha
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Anvith Reddy Keesari
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Sai Srinivas Valluri
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Sriharsha Medipally
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Praveen Kumar Malavath*
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Lokeshvishal Dasari
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Jennyfer Katerine Moreno Gann
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Alexandro Sabas Gallegos
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Rama Prudhvi Varma Gadriraju
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Karthik Goura
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Karthik Guuba
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Pavan Gurram
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Md Nurul Islam*
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Noor Jebbeh
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Shashank Jha
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Anvith Reddy Keesari
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Sai Srinivas Valluri
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Sriharsha Medipally
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Praveen Kumar Malavath*
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Lokeshvishal Dasari
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Jennyfer Katerine Moreno Gann
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Alexandro Sabas Gallegos
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Rama Prudhvi Varma Gadriraju
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Karthik Goura
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Karthik Guuba
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Pavan Gurram
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Md Nurul Islam*
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Noor Jebbeh
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Shashank Jha
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Anvith Reddy Keesari
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Sai Srinivas Valluri
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Sriharsha Medipally
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Praveen Kumar Malavath*
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Lokeshvishal Dasari
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Jennyfer Katerine Moreno Gann
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Alexandro Sabas Gallegos
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Rama Prudhvi Varma Gadriraju
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Karthik Goura
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Karthik Guuba
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Pavan Gurram
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Md Nurul Islam*
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Noor Jebbeh
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Shashank Jha
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Anvith Reddy Keesari
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Sai Srinivas Valluri
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Sriharsha Medipally
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Praveen Kumar Malavath*
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Lokeshvishal Dasari
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Jennyfer Katerine Moreno Gann
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Alexandro Sabas Gallegos
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Rama Prudhvi Varma Gadriraju
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Karthik Goura
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Karthik Guuba
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Pavan Gurram
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Md Nurul Islam*
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Noor Jebbeh
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Shashank Jha
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Anvith Reddy Keesari
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Sai Srinivas Valluri
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Sriharsha Medipally
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Praveen Kumar Malavath*
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Lokeshvishal Dasari
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Jennyfer Katerine Moreno Gann
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Alexandro Sabas Gallegos
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Rama Prudhvi Varma Gadriraju
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Karthik Goura
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Karthik Guuba
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Pavan Gurram
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Md Nurul Islam*
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Noor Jebbeh
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Shashank Jha
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Anvith Reddy Keesari
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Sai Srinivas Valluri
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Sriharsha Medipally
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Praveen Kumar Malavath*
Marko Antonio Garcia Jr.*
Public Administration

Pierce K. Jackson*
Public Administration

Brian Theodore Kaner
Public Administration

Victoria C. Kennedy*
Public Administration

Zachary Adam King*
Public Administration

Dillon Oscar Luna
Public Administration

Natalie Nieves-Guerrero*
Public Administration

Christopher Adrian Orozo*
Public Administration

Karla Alejandra Orozo*
Public Administration

Brian Bowlsby Schwall*
Public Administration

Ilan Michael Shalev
Public Administration

Jasmine Skye Stillwell
Public Administration

Shaheer Jawed
Health Services Administration

Jennifer E. Keefe*
Health Services Administration

Maribel Llanas Carbahal
Health Services Administration - Health Data Analytics

Penny Joe Magness
Health Services Administration

Anthony Duy Nguyen
Rehabilitation Counseling

Sunny Walls Murphy*
Rehabilitation Counseling

Cole Zachary Pettit
Rehabilitation Counseling

Tiara Franklin Planz
Rehabilitation Counseling

Makaylia R. Sanders
Health Services Administration

Lauren Nicole Toppel
Rehabilitation Counseling

Justin Che Uphill
Health Services Administration - Health Data Analytics

Dakota Paul Gordon Vanestidine
Rehabilitation Counseling

Kelly R. Weaver
Health Services Administration

Sanaa Yousuf
Health Services Administration

Department of Emergency Management and Disaster Sciences

Master of Science

Abdulaziz Saad N. Almalki
Emergency Management and Disaster Science

Mohammed Abdullah M. Alzahrani
Emergency Management and Disaster Science

Christopher Philip Czupryna
Emergency Management and Disaster Science

Sumaira Niazi*
Emergency Management and Disaster Science

Thesis: Comparison of Neighborhood Demographics and Post-Buyout Land Use Development in Harris County, Texas, USA

Michael Alan Penaluna
Emergency Management and Disaster Science

Miranda Saezeda*
Emergency Management and Disaster Science

Thesis: Household Displacement after Hurricane Harvey Decisions, Destination Choice, and Displacement Patterns

Julia Phuong Nguyen Huynh Vu*
Emergency Management and Disaster Science

Thesis: Cultural Elements in Disaster: A Case Study on the Sewol Ferry Tragedy in South Korea

College of Information

Kinshuk, Dean

Department of Information Science

Master of Science

Natalie Aguilar
Library Science

Ilhyun Ahn
Information Science - Information Systems

Anoop Kumar Akinapally
Information Science - Information Systems

Amulya Akinaparuram
Data Science

Vineeth Akula
Data Science

Sadam Nawash Awwad Al Qadi
Data Science

Hussein Akram Al-Hayali*
Information Science - Information Systems

Preethi Reddy Aleti*
Information Science - Health Informatics

Amanda L. Allen
Library Science

Amnah Aqeel Alshammar
Data Science

Syeda Noorain Altaf*
Information Science - Information Systems

Britany Amacker
Library Science - Archival Studies

Bryan William Anderson Sr.
Information Science - Information Systems

Arthi Reddy Annadi*
Information Science - Information Systems

Moria Suratna Arambanda*
Information Science - Information Systems

Solipumr Avardin Reddy
Data Science

Nikitha Arikela
Information Science - Health Informatics

Maria Guadalupi Avila*
Library Science

Sarah Mbuyi Baluta
Library Science - Youth Librarianship

Spandana Bandaru*
Information Science - Health Informatics

Kandhikya Bangaluru
Data Science

Sai Praneeth Bangarapally*
Information Science - Information Systems

Daniel Wayne Banton*
Library Science

Brett Gamme Barnard*
Library Science

Prajwal Basutikar*
Information Science - Information Systems

Devendarreddy Bathini
Data Science

Sarah Rose-Sansench Beechel*
Library Science

Deepika Bereddy*
Information Science - Health Informatics

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Joshua Sisal Bencomo
Library Science
Talia Sloan Berk
Library Science
Lakshmi Siva Kumar Bezawada
Information Science - Information Systems
Sahithi Bhagam
Information Science - Health Informatics
Supraja Bhogineni*
Data Science
Briana Alden Bilza*
Library Science
Luke Allen Black
Library Science
Yamini Bode
Data Science
Pavan Kumar Bodumallu
Information Science - Health Informatics
Geetha Sudhakar Chowdary Bojja*
Information Science - Health Informatics
Anil Raja Bommineni
Data Science
Charitha Boomanagari
Data Science
Satya Sampreeeth Boppudi
Data Science
Purnachandra Rao Borra
Data Science
Skylar Vadena Bradley
Library Science
Rachael Kate Brasovan
Information Science - Information Systems
Courtney Jade Breaux
Library Science
Margaret M. Brown*
Library Science
Susan Carter Brown
Library Science
Jennifer Nicole Brusenhan
Library Science
Kendall Alane Bryant*
Library Science
Jack Charles Buck
Library Science
Srikanth Burri
Information Science - Information Systems
Kathleen M. Cain
Library Science
Anna Jo Campbell*
Information Science
Christine Joy F. Caro
Library Science - Archival Studies
Siri Challia
Information Science - Health Informatics
Miranda Anissa Chambless
Information Science - Archival Studies
Manasa Cherukupally
Data Science
Poojitha Cherukuri*
Information Science - Health Informatics
Yashwanth Sai Chiluveru
Information Science - Information Systems
Chaturvedi Chinchapattanagomattam
Data Science
Siva Srinivasa Rao Chinni*
Data Science
Vamsi Krishna Chukka
Data Science
Wendy Sue Clark
Library Science
Morgen Ruth Clements*
Library Science
Megan Victoria Colvin*
Library Science
Victor Ramirez Contreras
Library Science
Suzanna Henderson Cooper*
Library Science - Youth Librarianship
Mattie Morelle Davis*
Library Science
Ramya Deshidi*
Information Science - Information Systems
Sahithi Devareshetty*
Information Science - Information Systems
Danielle Denise Devine*
Library Science
Maegen Anne Dodd
Library Science
Manvitha Dongari*
Information Science - Information Systems
Alexandria Michelle Dupler
Library Science
Aishwarya Duggi
Information Science - Information Systems
Jaylon Lamont Dukes*
Information Science - Information Systems
Hannah Faith Duran
Library Science - Youth Librarianship
Kelly DuVall*
Library Science
Sailesh Edara
Data Science
Julia D. Elina
Library Science - Law Librarianship and Legal Informatics
Meaghan Ervin*
Library Science
Asharhi Lakirah Falls
Information Science - Health Informatics
Anne Fazzini
Library Science
Hannah Rae Fisher
Library Science
April Claudette Flowers
Library Science - Archival Studies
Karina Franco
Information Science
Shashidhar Reddy Gaddam*
Information Science - Information Systems
Ashika Gade
Information Science - Information Systems
Pooja Gade
Information Science - Health Informatics
Satya Sri Sree Galli*
Information Science - Health Informatics
Manasa Ganti
Information Science - Health Informatics
Raquel Iridian Garcia
Library Science - Archival Studies
Swetha Garnepudi
Data Science
Sabrina Faye Gillo
Library Science
Sharon Lesley Girma
Information Science
Michael Frances Godoy
Library Science
Christy Noelle Goff
Library Science
Prasannalakshmi Goli
Information Science - Health Informatics
Meenakshi Sai Sahithi Golla
Information Science - Health Informatics
Surya Teja Gonugunta
Data Science
Abdon Bam-Bam Gonzalez III*
Information Science
Gabriella Grace Gonzalez*
Library Science
Bhanu Rekha Gopavarapu
Information Science - Health Informatics
Prathibha Gopavarapu
Information Science - Health Informatics
Tanishq Gore*
Information Science - Health Informatics
Haryanth Gosika
Data Science
Ranjith Kumar Gouru
Information Science - Information Systems
Franchise Keria Paige Grattan
Library Science - Music Librarianship
Darion Greggs
Library Science - Archival Studies
Diane Grenkow
Library Science
Jessica Guardado*
Information Science
Siva Parvathu Guduri
Data Science
Santhosh Kumar Gunda
Data Science
Bicente Gutierrez Jr.
Information Science - Archival Studies
Lizette Gutierrez
Library Science
Susanne Marie Hawkins
Library Science
Taylor Christine Hayes*
Library Science
Jelisa Roxanne Hernandez*
Information Science - Health Informatics
Melissah Hertz*
Library Science
Elizabeth Renea Hester
Library Science
Sean Michael Hoffman
Library Science
Emily Ann Holley*
Library Science
Krerra Landon Holst*
Library Science
Tasma Prokriti Hoque
Data Science
Mehgan Horne*
Information Science
Alicia Maria Humphries*
Library Science
Cynthia Anne Jackson
Library Science
Vathsalya Reddy Jilarella*
Information Science - Information Systems
Alisha Denay Johnson*
Library Science
Allison D. Johnson*
Library Science
Allison Leigh Johnson*
Library Science
Cory Heath Johnson
Library Science
Steven James Jordan*
Library Science
Himabindu Kale
Information Science - Information Systems
Aksithira Reddy Kallem
Information Science - Health Informatics
Vidy Rani Kamepalli*
Information Science - Information Systems
Likitha Kanagala
Data Science
Pavan Kandula
Information Science - Information Systems
Smitha Karkala*
Information Science - Health Informatics
Satish Chandra Kasulanati
Data Science
Sriniivas Kiran Kaveti
Data Science
Adrienne Chikaye Kelish*
Information Science
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Therese Kennedy*</td>
<td>Information Science - Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosalinda King*</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron Reed Knowler</td>
<td>Information Science - Archival Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vimala Preethi Kodadala</td>
<td>Information Science - Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachna Kola</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vamsi Krishna Kolanukonda</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rama Sai Haritha Kollu</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahithi Kommuru*</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lokesh Reddy Kona*</td>
<td>Information Science - Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shravya Kone*</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venkata Sai Srikar Koneru</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarun Korada</td>
<td>Information Science - Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akhila Korrapati</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manimala Kotha*</td>
<td>Information Science - Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sindhu Kotha</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Udaykiran Reddy Kotha</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venkata Sai Lakshmi Swathi Koutha</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arun Akhil Kunala*</td>
<td>Information Science - Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deepika Kundarapu</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divya Kundhanam</td>
<td>Information Science - Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Madurya Reddy Kunti</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sireesha Kuruganti*</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Krishna Lakkam*</td>
<td>Information Science - Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesley Marie Lambson*</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karla Michelle Landeros</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Alexander Landrum*</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perla Esmeralda Lara*</td>
<td>Information Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajeev Reddy Lattupally</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Joseph Leasure</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syamini Kanaka Mahalakshmi Lingampalli*</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel C. Lopez*</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Javier Lopez</td>
<td>Library Science - Archival Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Jean Lortie*</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Sandoval Lozano</td>
<td>Information Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikhi Madiyala</td>
<td>Library Science - Archival Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasewanth Maddipati</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzanne Flynn Madrid*</td>
<td>Information Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makenna K. Madsourivong</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadia Mahbub</td>
<td>Information Science - Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deval Shaileshkumar Mali*</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jashwanth Naga Lallitheshwar Kumar Malladi</td>
<td>Information Science - Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajay Kumar Reddy Malladi</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satyanarayana Reddy Mallidi</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhargavi Mallipeddi</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prassana Malreddy</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srikanth Mandava</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rohitha Manikonda</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anil Kumar Mannem</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Krupa Mareddy*</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Martinez</td>
<td>Information Science - Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Martinez</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lori Hendrix Mayes</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mia McGee*</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby Marie McIntosh*</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Ana McAulaghlin</td>
<td>Library Science - Youth Librarianship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen M. Meaux*</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sravani Reddy Meda</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anusha Meka</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divyasree Mekala</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lokesh Reddy Mereddy*</td>
<td>Information Science - Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deirdre Moraine Merriott*</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tianna Nicole Miles</td>
<td>Library Science - Archival Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Louise Miller</td>
<td>Library Science - Archival Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valencia Joy Miller</td>
<td>Library Science - Archival Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Lynne Mlodzik*</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saniuddin Mohammad</td>
<td>Information Science - Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prema Aravind Mohammed*</td>
<td>Library Science - Youth Librarianship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vigar Ahmed Mohammed</td>
<td>Information Science - Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yara Hisham H Mohammed*</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambica Venkata Sri Mokarala*</td>
<td>Information Science - Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leath Alyse Morrison</td>
<td>Library Science - Archival Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Motiwar*</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shruthi Muddiya</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureno Charles Mukama</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noampi Priyanka Munipalli</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Srijas Muppa*</td>
<td>Information Science - Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhatri Priya Muppalla*</td>
<td>Information Science - Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karunakar Muppuri</td>
<td>Information Science - Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britanny Kay-Anne Muth*</td>
<td>Information Science - Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiva Sashidh Rayakala</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sishir Prem Mylayaranapu</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hima Bindu Nadupuru*</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahana Nalluri</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manaswini Nandigama</td>
<td>Information Science - Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghna Nandyala</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jagan Mohan Reddy Nasipreddygari</td>
<td>Information Science - Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naveed Aqel Naved Aqel</td>
<td>Information Science - Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Naga Swathi Gowri Navduuri</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Nguyen*</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Elizabeth Nicholas</td>
<td>Library Science - Archival Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleen Alexandra Oakes</td>
<td>Library Science - Youth Librarianship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassidy Ann Ochs</td>
<td>Library Science - Youth Librarianship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renée Nicole Padilla*</td>
<td>Library Science - Youth Librarianship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gayathri Palaparthi</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Claire Pancake*</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saipallavi Panga</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeleine Elizabeth Pasqué</td>
<td>Library Science - Archival Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Krishna Patha</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalpana Reddy Pathi*</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saikrishna Pedanati</td>
<td>Information Science - Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sushrutha Maharsi Peddamma*</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deepti Peddi</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keerthy Reddy Peddireddy*</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avinash Sai Krishna Kanth Penta</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braham Sai Naga Harshini Pentyala</td>
<td>Information Science - Health Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexias M. Peralta</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beatrice Rose Perez*</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Deepthi Peri</td>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebony LaHay Peterson</td>
<td>Library Science - Archival Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Lillaine Pettijohn</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Michael Pike Jr.</td>
<td>Library Science - Archival Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devin Redford Pipes</td>
<td>Library Science - Archival Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Abdullah Shareef*
Information Science - Health Informatics
Ayasha Shareef*
Information Science - Health Informatics
Wendy Michele Sharkey
Library Science
Sudesh Sharma
Data Science
Hajira Mohammad Nur Sheikh
Information Science - Information Systems
Zeeba Shireen
Data Science
Bibek Shrestha*
Data Science
Sai Tejadeepreddy
Data Science
Tiffany Jean Siders
Library Science
Stacy B. Slattery*
Library Science - Youth Librarianship
Carmen V. Smith
Library Science - Archival Studies
Rachel Veronica Smith*
Library Science
Taylor Renae Smith
Library Science - Archival Studies
Joy Linnea Snider
Library Science
Tejashwini Solanki
Information Science - Health Informatics
Abby Claire Stovall*
Library Science
Lauree LeSueur Strong
Library Science
Sai Charan Surada*
Information Science - Health Informatics
Shivateja Tadaka
Data Science
Karthik Tadi
Data Science
Sainavaya Tadisetti
Information Science - Health Informatics
Avinash Talapala
Information Science - Health Informatics
Mounica Siri Chandana Tamalampudi
Data Science
Zoe Abigail Teel
Library Science
Vinod Kumar Telagathoti*
Information Science - Health Informatics
Srawan Kumar Reddy Tenali
Information Science - Health Informatics
I-Chung Samantha Teng*
Library Science - Youth Librarianship
Joshyln Abraham Thomas
Library Science - Archival Studies
Yugendar Thummala
Data Science
Venkateswara Reddy Thummurum
Information Science - Information Systems
Jeevan Kumar Tirumalagiri
Data Science
Erin Nicole Topp
Library Science
Sreedeep Uppalanchi
Data Science
Sireesha Uppalapati
Information Science - Health Informatics
Shanmukha Nadh Uppugandla
Data Science
Chaitanya Venkata Siva Sai Vaddi
Information Science - Health Informatics
Gowthami Vadlamudi
Information Science - Health Informatics
Sai Nikhil Valluru
Information Science - Health Informatics

Jennifer Van Ness
Library Science
Uday Ram Vanam
Data Science
Sindhuja Vangala
Information Science - Health Informatics
Nishanth Sai Vardhineni
Data Science
Beulah Thankam Varghese
Information Science - Health Informatics
Sowmya Reddy Veeraballi
Information Science - Health Informatics
Miranda Kaitlin Vega*
Library Science
Harika Velaga
Information Science - Health Informatics
Samuel Abhishek Vempala*
Data Science
Siva Narasimharao Vempati*
Information Science - Information Systems
Anil Kumar Vemula
Data Science
Nithin Chandra Vemula
Data Science
Sai Supraja Venepally*
Information Science - Information Systems
Nikhila Reddy Venkannagari
Information Science - Health Informatics
Olivia Grace Vineyard
Library Science - Youth Librarianship
Macy Lyn Waite*
Library Science
Amira Bent Walker
Library Science
Wyatt Oliver Walker
Library Science - Information Organization
Seth Jorden Wells
Library Science - Archival Studies
Coulter Allen Wickerham
Library Science
Emilie Nicole Witt
Library Science - Archival Studies
Laura Wright
Library Science
Guru Prakash Yanamala*
Information Science - Information Systems
Dedeepya Yarra
Data Science
Ashley Elizabeth Young*
Library Science
Nora Joy Younker*
Library Science
Camila Beatriz Zimmerman
Library Science - Archival Studies

Department of Learning Technologies

Master of Science
Suzannah Leigh Alexander
Learning Technologies
Carrie Elizabeth Burt
Learning Technologies
Emily Mariah Calderon
Learning Technologies
Charles Philip Creasy
Learning Technologies
Pablo S. Del Abra
Learning Technologies
Damonte Mcclellan Jackson
Learning Technologies
Reagan Shea Laborde*
Learning Technologies
Shelly Jo Oliver
Learning Technologies
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Brendan Thomas O'Reilly*  
Business Administration - Health Services Management

Sarah Lynn Falsen  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

Jedy Maghliba Panjaitan  
Business Administration - Supply Chain Management

Robert Nathaniel Paralitici  
Business Administration - Finance

Chase Hartley Parish*  
Sport Entertainment Management

Katerina Alexandra Park  
Business Administration – Organizational Behavior and Human Resource Management

Seethalakshmi Parthasarthathy*  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

McKade Peterson  
Sport Entertainment Management

Cesar Alfredo Pineda  
Sport Entertainment Management

Katelyn Ann Pitts*  
Business Administration - Organizational Behavior and Human Resource Management

Hunter David Prater  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

Cameron Lane Price  
Business Administration - Marketing

Dana Louise Reiley*  
Business Administration - Marketing

James David Reddout  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

Siera Danielle Rejcek  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

Sara Nicole Reynolds  
Business Administration - Business Studies

Jordan Rhys*  
Business Administration - Organizational Behavior and Human Resource Management

Tyler Alan Ritchey*  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

Ashley Marie Roberts  
Business Administration - Organizational Behavior and Human Resource Management

Gordon Robert Rogers*  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

Wade A. Rugenstein  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

Abdulaziz K. I. Salam  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

Wade A. Rugenstein  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

Dana Louise Reiley*  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

Johnathan Alton Ritchey*  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

Ashley Marie Roberts  
Business Administration - Supply Chain Management

Jenna Marie Schuster  
Business Administration - Marketing

Christina Alexandra Seuffert*  
Business Administration - Marketing

Justin T. Shelton*  
Sport Entertainment Management

Sydney Lynne Shinkle*  
Business Administration - Organizational Behavior and Human Resource Management

Matina Shrestha*  
Business Administration - Finance

Luis Arturo Silva Lozano  
Business Administration - Organizational Behavior and Human Resource Management

Austin Clark Simmons  
Business Administration - Supply Chain Analytics

Haley Micaela Smith  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

MacKenzie Wells Staples  
Business Administration - Music Business

Harold Stewart IV*  
Sport Entertainment Management

Madeline Rae Stoffel*  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

Ali Shafa Taimuri  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

Jeffrey Alan Talbert*  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

Chao Tang*  
Business Administration - Business Studies

Marcela Tejada*  
Business Administration - Marketing

Cesar Eduardo Tellez Del Toro*  
Business Administration - Supply Chain Management

Inara Ramzan Tharani  
Sport Entertainment Management

Ethyne Yvonne Thomas  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

Juan Fernando Trejo  
Business Administration - Finance

Bryan J. Troupe  
Sport Entertainment Management

Tanya Lynn Trull  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

Arnold Keith Tucker Jr.  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

Margaret Anne Turner  
Business Administration - Marketing

Mya Shae Van Meter*  
Business Administration - Marketing

Lavanya Vishwanatha  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

Archana Amit Vyas*  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

Hilary Diane Waters  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

Garrett Douglas Whitaker  
Business Administration - Marketing

Jaclyn Danielle White  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

Jeffery Mitchell Whitlock  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

Drew Savannah Williams*  
Business Administration - Organizational Behavior and Human Resource Management

Ryan Willis  
Sport Entertainment Management

Lauren Ann Wintermute  
Business Administration - Strategic Management

Priscilla Wong  
Business Administration - Business Studies

Samuel Logan Woody*  
Business Administration - Finance

Arsenio Wright  
Sport Entertainment Management

Kevin Michael Yarnall  
Business Administration - Supply Chain Management

Miranda Joy Youmans  
Business Administration - Health Services Management

Daniel Joseph Young  
Business Administration - Finance

Rifah Suraiya Zaman  
Business Administration - Health Services Management

Department of Accounting
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Elisabeth J. Carroll  
Taxation

Courtney Gizelle Chavarria  
Taxation

Christopher Anwar Chedid  
Taxation

David Angel Cruz*  
Accounting - Audit and Assurance

Scout Hennessey Dale  
Taxation

Lillian Kate Darroch  
Taxation

Erik Dominguez  
Accounting - Audit and Assurance

Maria O’Neal Durrett  
Taxation

David Clayton Elliott*  
Accounting - Audit and Assurance

Rheine Flower  
Taxation

Ivan Misael Foster  
Accounting - Corporate Accounting

Maria Magdalena Garcia Pallares  
Accounting - Audit and Assurance

Alejandro Gonzalez  
Accounting - Audit and Assurance

Alexander Christian Hamilton  
Accounting - Audit and Assurance

Ashley Bynnar Harrell  
Taxation

William C. Howells  
Accounting - Audit and Assurance

Marco Huerta  
Taxation

Leticia Jaimez-Demenecio  
Accounting - Audit and Assurance

Vivek Jaiswal  
Taxation

Andrew Minh-An Khong  
Taxation

Lauren Ashleigh Kimser  
Taxation

Ivy E. Knight  
Accounting - Audit and Assurance

Ashley Hope Kowalski  
Accounting - Audit and Assurance

James Danaung Labya  
Accounting - Audit and Assurance

Ashley T. Lang  
Accounting - Corporate Accounting

Casey John Laverman  
Accounting - Audit and Assurance

Dung Thi My Le  
Taxation

Grace Mai Lovejoy  
Accounting - Audit and Assurance

Andrew Scott Lowrie  
Accounting - Audit and Assurance

Amy Elizabeth McManus  
Accounting - Audit and Assurance

Rolando Medellin  
Accounting - Audit and Assurance

Saadig Rashad Muhammad  
Accounting - Audit and Assurance

Diana Consuelo Murillo  
Accounting - Audit and Assurance

Amanda Marie Neinast  
Taxation

Nathanial T. Pack  
Taxation

Luke Trenton Parrish*  
Taxation

Shivani Pathak  
Accounting - Audit and Assurance

Brayan Patino Hernandez  
Taxation
Department of Information Technology and Decision Sciences

Master of Business Administration

Olubusola Victory Esther Areo*
Business Analytics
Benedict Baako
Business Analytics
Saimaneesh Reddy Baddam
Business Analytics
Satya Sriharsha Buddha
Business Analytics
Sai Sreshtha Jyothi Swaroopa Budeti
Business Analytics
Agneeswaran Chidambaranaratarajan
Business Analytics
Sydney Nicole Crowder
Business Analytics
Natalie Drewfs
Business Analytics
Justin Jerel Hohnerlein
Business Analytics
Arjun Kc
Business Analytics
Schyler Rheaun Kelley-Dickerson
Business Analytics
Yogambika Saikeerthi Koraada*
Business Analytics
Daniel Jared Malin*
Business Analytics
Abhilasha Mathur
Business Analytics
Namratha Naik
Business Analytics
Enisa Nanaj
Business Analytics
Kristina Xuan Mai Nguyen*
Business Analytics
Alicia M. Ringo*
Business Analytics
Rami Atef Sammour*
Business Analytics
Connor Yvette Sanders
Business Analytics
Roberton James Stevenson
Business Analytics
Nathan Jon Welsch*
Business Analytics

Department of Science

Kondal Rao Aineni
Finance
Jessica Ann Gilstrap
Finance
Srilekha Gubbala
Finance
Mounika Gulipalli
Finance
Krishnama Charya Kandala
Finance
Chunyuan Liu
Finance
Pooja Malarappa
Finance
Sayali Suhas Mukadam
Finance
Durga Srawanth Narpereddy
Finance
An Thi Thien Nguyen
Finance
Aayushi Vipulkumar Patel
Finance
Dillon Layne Rafforth
Finance
Sahil Ratnani
Finance
James Reji
Finance
Monali Bipin Selarka
Finance
Sohail Shaid Pasha Shaik
Finance
Sabin Sharma
Finance
Ravi Teja Thota
Finance
Kevin Tom
Finance
Saman Torkzadeh
Finance
Alok Upadhyay
Finance
Thanh Cong Vu
Finance
Aimee Danielle Zimmermann
Finance
Adhvathi Reddy Angula
Information Systems and Technologies
Olubusola Victory Esther Areo
Business Analytics
Sowmith Kumar Reddy Arva
Business Analytics
Fahimeh Asgari
Business Analytics
Harshitha Reddy Avala*
Information Systems and Technologies
Prem Kumar Bale
Business Analytics
Lakshmi Narayana Rohit Bandhakavi
Business Analytics
Sunil Barma*
Information Systems and Technologies
Charith Basarkar*
Business Analytics
Naga Venkata Sai Bhaskar Kumar Bavineni
Information Systems and Technologies
Rishidhar Sri Sai Naga Santosh Saran Bayisetti
Information Systems and Technologies
Vidharun Bellala
Information Systems and Technologies
Bhargav Bellamkonda
Information Systems and Technologies
Nishtha Bhatnagar
Information Systems and Technologies
Sai Siva Varma Buppithiraju
Information Systems and Technologies
Shruthi Birudharaju*
Business Analytics
Alekhya Bolla
Information Systems and Technologies
Sudheer Kumar Bolla
Business Analytics
Nikhil Kumar Boyinapalli
Business Analytics
Priyanka Braham
Information Systems and Technologies
DeLori Ann Brittain
Business Analytics
Toni Ann Amlina Burke*
Business Analytics
Chakradhar Chagarla
Information Systems and Technologies
Sowmya Sree Chanumolu
Information Systems and Technologies
Anannya Chatterjee
Business Analytics
Sai Bala Gopal Chaturvedula
Information Systems and Technologies
Shivendra Kumar Chekuri
Information Systems and Technologies
Snehit Chelamallu
Information Systems and Technologies
Harshavaradhan Chennammaneni
Business Analytics
Sai Mohan Chikka
Information Systems and Technologies
Ashik Reddy Chilaka
Information Systems and Technologies
Archana Chilumula
Information Systems and Technologies
Sai Kiran Chokkakula
Information Systems and Technologies
Rachana Chowdepalli
Information Systems and Technologies
Lakshmi Prasanna Dabburi
Business Analytics
Bidhit Dhakal*
Information Systems and Technologies
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Alyssa Kamille Abril Digno*  
Business Analytics  
Manoj Kumar Divi  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Venkata Arun Kumar Divi  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Chitra Dubey  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Naga Tejaswi Dukkipati  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Maruthi Kumar Eadara*  
Business Analytics  
Nithin Raghava Elishetty  
Business Analytics  
Hemanth Emadabathuni  
Business Analytics  
Pradeep Reddy Emireddy  
Business Analytics  
Sainath Reddy Gade*  
Business Analytics  
Mounika Gadham  
Business Analytics  
Deepak Gajjalakonda  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Hemanjali Gali  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Gauthami Reddy Galiveeti  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Priyanka Ganesan*  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Mounika Gangireddy  
Business Analytics  
Prudhvi Gantam*  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Naga Mani Priya Garaga  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Harshitha Garkipati  
Business Analytics  
Sai Akshith Garikipati*  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Ashish Gitte  
Business Analytics  
Mani Deep Golla  
Business Analytics  
Ganga Priyanka Gollapalli  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Vishwambhar Gonguluru  
Business Analytics  
Pranay Gouda  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Reshma Kumar Gowda  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Ranganath Gudimella*  
Business Analytics  
Tarun Thalpasai Gummalla  
Business Analytics  
Kavya Gund*  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Medhavi Gupta  
Business Analytics  
Aylin Isabel Guerrosquieta  
Business Analytics  
Shaafayat Islam  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Akhil Reddy Jagirapu*  
Business Analytics  
Pranitha Janipally  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Kushal Jaloparam Kristappa  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Venkat Kalyan Jukanti*  
Business Analytics  
Elui Romeo Kabran*  
Business Analytics  
Amulya Kadari  
Business Analytics  
Priyanka Reddy Kallu  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Rakesh Sagar Kalva*  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Pavan Kumar Kamineni  
Business Analytics  
Jayas Chandra Reddy Kandhi*  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Krishna Yamshi Kandregula  
Business Analytics  
Shiva Kandukuri  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Jannemoy Kar  
Business Analytics  
Santhosh Kumar Karanam  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Sai Bhargav Karne  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Greevsha Reddy Katkuri  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Kaushik Katta  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Sathish Katta  
Business Analytics  
Joseph John Kattupalli  
Business Analytics  
Jasmine Kaur  
Business Analytics  
Naveed Zubair Khan  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Shoeb Khan  
Business Analytics  
Yamsi Kintali  
Business Analytics  
Naga Sri Vardhan Kodur  
Business Analytics  
Satya Koganti  
Business Analytics  
Varshith Koganti*  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Kumaya Rohidas Kolli  
Business Analytics  
Saisasank Kolli  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Mahidhar Reddy Kolli  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Rohith Komaragiri*  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Sai Rohit Kondamudi  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Harshavardhan Kondiveti  
Business Analytics  
Romni Kondeti  
Business Analytics  
Pravarika Kosanam  
Business Analytics  
Nithin Reddy Kotha  
Business Analytics  
Varun Reddy Kotha  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Preethi Reddy Kothekapu  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Trinadh Satya Deva Singh Kshathri*  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Lakshmi Narayana Kummar  
Business Analytics  
Hema Nagendra Kumar Kuna  
Business Analytics  
Varun Raja Kurakula  
Business Analytics  
Gopi Sai Chandra Kurra  
Business Analytics  
Mrudula Lakkam Ram  
Business Analytics  
Rama Narasimha Reddy Lakireddy  
Business Analytics  
Dhanalakshmi Lakk  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Sujith Kumar Lekkala  
Business Analytics  
Renuka Lingala*  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Easho Kant Loda  
Business Analytics  
Hemanth Macharam  
Business Analytics  
Durga Sai Prakash Maddala*  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Sai Manogna Madineni  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Dhwani Piyushbhai Makadia  
Business Analytics  
Gunasekar Makireddy  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Sowti Manandhar  
Business Analytics  
Hritikha Manda  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Manikanta Reddy Manadadi  
Business Analytics  
Giridhar Manepalli  
Business Analytics  
Pavan Reddy Maram  
Business Analytics  
Dheeraj Reddy Marreddi*  
Business Analytics  
Rithika Reddy Marri  
Business Analytics  
Kyle James Marshall  
Business Analytics  
Venkateswara Rao Medarametta  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Keerthi Mekala  
Business Analytics  
Sankeerthana Mekala  
Business Analytics  
Sruthi Menta  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Jagadeswar Reddy Mettupalli  
Business Analytics  
Parin Kumar Jayantibhai Mistry*  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Yashwanth Reddy Moddu  
Business Analytics  
Soheil Mohammad*  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Datuto Bhaskar Molakalapalli  
Business Analytics  
Bhuvaneswari Murthy  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Lakshmi Narayana Muthe  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Punith Reddy Muthi  
Business Analytics  
Revanth Reddy Myakala  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Sai Teja Nadipely  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Harish Nagamalla*  
Business Analytics  
Venkata Srvan Namuduri  
Business Analytics  
Amani Swamy Nandivada  
Business Analytics  
Mahideep Sai Nannapaneni  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Suman Kumar Neela  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Poorna Raasi Sree Nemani  
Information Systems and Technologies  
Frank Kiplangat Ngeno  
Information Systems and Technologies  
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### Department of Biological Sciences

#### Master of Arts
- **Rahil Mohammed A. Alhumaidi**  
  Biology
- **Armin Tutnjic**  
  Biology

#### Master of Science
- **Alexis Gabrielle Auzenne**  
  Biology  
  Thesis: Hypoxia-Induced Cardiac Arrest Alters Central Nervous System Concentrations of the GLYT2 Glycine Transporter in Zebrafish (Danio rerio)
- **Tessa Katrish Boucher**  
  Environmental Science  
  Thesis: Avian Community Response to Riverby Ranch Restoration Reconstruction
- **Shannon Marie Collins**  
  Biology  
  Thesis: Bottom-Up Impacts of Grazing Disturbance on Ground-Nesting Bee Assemblages: Do They Dig It?
- **Lauren Whitney Crowder**  
  Biology  
  Thesis: Air Breathing Fish: Development of Air Breathing in Bristlenose Plecos (Ancistrus cirrhosus)

### Department of Chemistry

#### Master of Science
- **Wilbert Alberto Murillo**  
  Chemistry - Analytical Chemistry  
  Thesis: Design and Development of a Paper Spray Air Sampling Device for Use in Clinical, Defense, and Environmental Applications

### Department of Mathematics

#### Master of Science
- **Rasha Mohammed A. Alsaeeed**  
  Mathematics
- **Philipp Azad**  
  Mathematics
- **Vidya Chandrasekaran**  
  Mathematics
- **John Tyler Deines**  
  Mathematics
- **Xuan Anh Nguyen**  
  Mathematics
- **Erin Lee Raign**  
  Mathematics
- **August James Sangalli**  
  Mathematics
- **Julie Christine Thompson**  
  Mathematics

### Department of Physics

#### Master of Science
- **Joe Allan Watson Jr.**  
  Physics

### College of Visual Arts and Design

#### Department of Art Education

#### Master of Arts
- **Peri N. Berman**  
  Art Education
- **Ericka Shan’Non Williams**  
  Art Education

#### Art History

#### Master of Arts
- **Cassandra Marie Leon**  
  Art History
- **Abigail E. Meyer**  
  Art History

### Frank W. and Sue Mayborn School of Journalism

#### Frank W. Mayborn Graduate Institute of Journalism

#### Master of Arts
- **Greta Diaz Gonzalez Vazquez**  
  Journalism  
  Thesis: The Good and the Bad Sides of the Protest: Framing Abortion Rights Protests in Photojournalism

#### Master of Journalism
- **Amber Nicole Gaudet**  
  Journalism
- **Wenli Jiang**  
  Journalism
- **Britney Kiana Tabor Johnson**  
  Journalism
- **Nicolle Myrcalle Lane**  
  Journalism

#### Master of Science
- **Hannah Drew Minch**  
  Journalism
- **Arelys Andrea Morales Conty**  
  Journalism
- **Vivek Paudel**  
  Journalism
- **Simran Firoz Ratnani**  
  Journalism
- **William Baker Shank**  
  Journalism
- **Shacoria Leechae Wilson**  
  Journalism

### Department of Design

#### Master of Arts
- **Obidi C. Ekwulugo**  
  Design - Interaction Design
- **Fatma Zahra Hamdi**  
  Design - Interaction Design
- **Hira Hasan**  
  Design - Interaction Design
- **Gellyn Villanueva Inocencio**  
  Design - Interaction Design

#### Master of Fine Arts
- **Deborah Jones Fuller**  
  Design - Interior Design

### Frank W. and Sue Mayborn School of Journalism

#### Master of Science
- **Joi Yvonne Benton**  
  Digital Communication Analytics
- **Melaina Danielle Jackson**  
  Digital Communication Analytics
- **Nealie Elizabeth Sanchez**  
  Digital Communication Analytics
- **Brianna Sosa**  
  Digital Communication Analytics
- **Brittney Sosa**  
  Digital Communication Analytics
- **Bradley Parker Stark**  
  Digital Communication Analytics
Toulouse Graduate School  Victor Prybutok, Vice Provost and Dean

Advanced Data Analytics

Master of Arts

Janet Michelle Baxter  Interdisciplinary Studies
Kari Denice Lynch  Interdisciplinary Studies
Marissa Renae Mahon  Interdisciplinary Studies

Master of Science

Tochi Linda Agbara*  Advanced Data Analytics
Koofi Edem Agbolo  Advanced Data Analytics
Karina Alanis  Advanced Data Analytics
Upendar Reddy Alenki  Advanced Data Analytics
Akanksha Alishetty  Advanced Data Analytics
Naveed Amirhekmat  Interdisciplinary Studies
Jean Philippe Anin  Advanced Data Analytics
Nandakishore Anumula  Advanced Data Analytics
Fahad Arshad*  Advanced Data Analytics
Kalyan Patrudu Bandaru*  Advanced Data Analytics
Stacey Lynn Barber  Interdisciplinary Studies
Nagender Bejaguam  Advanced Data Analytics
Vamsi Krishna Bellam  Advanced Data Analytics
Diana Susanne Bergeeman  Advanced Data Analytics
Vineeth Bhashyam  Advanced Data Analytics
Charu Bhattacharji*  Advanced Data Analytics
Carene Olivia Boa*  Interdisciplinary Studies
Sudhamshu Boddu  Interdisciplinary Studies
Akhil Boini  Advanced Data Analytics
Shailaja Bommana  Advanced Data Analytics
Jared Myron Bradford  Advanced Data Analytics
Kevin Lee Brown II  Advanced Data Analytics
Debbie Arnell Burkes  Interdisciplinary Studies
Tiffany Diane Cahral  Interdisciplinary Studies
Garnet Cameron  Advanced Data Analytics
Akash Reddy Chaduvu  Advanced Data Analytics
Tanusha Leela Chalamanalashetty  Advanced Data Analytics
Monika Champawat  Advanced Data Analytics
Zephyniah T. Chekelea  Advanced Data Analytics
Venkata Gayatri Chidupudi  Advanced Data Analytics
Harshith Chilukuri  Advanced Data Analytics
Reetesh Reddy Chintala  Advanced Data Analytics
Pravalika Chinthakindi  Advanced Data Analytics
Krishnakanth Chinthapatla  Advanced Data Analytics
Rashele A. Collins  Advanced Data Analytics - Health Data Analytics
Sri Satya Sai Prathyusha Devay Dasam  Advanced Data Analytics
Phanindra Dasari  Advanced Data Analytics
Yashwanth Dasari  Advanced Data Analytics
Zuhal Dellawar  Advanced Data Analytics - Health Data Analytics
Stephen Michael Depuma  Advanced Data Analytics
Yasawri Devabattina  Advanced Data Analytics
Sandesh Devkota  Advanced Data Analytics
Chahana Dhakal*  Advanced Data Analytics
Sneha Ramdas Dhawale  Advanced Data Analytics
Sai Krishna Dontha  Advanced Data Analytics
Navya Reddy Dontham  Advanced Data Analytics
Logan Alexander Dovalina*  Interdisciplinary Studies
Enrique Esquivel*  Advanced Data Analytics
Chibuikie Louis Ezeilo*  Interdisciplinary Studies
Mary Margaret Danielle Fee  Advanced Data Analytics
Yeswanth Gaddam  Advanced Data Analytics
Binny Pragnesh Gandhi  Interdisciplinary Studies
Mani Kamal Reddy Gee Reddy  Advanced Data Analytics
Bhargav Gondesi  Advanced Data Analytics
Andrea Reilly Gonzalez  Advanced Data Analytics
Sahithi Gude  Advanced Data Analytics
Sai Keerthana Gundimetla  Advanced Data Analytics
Lawrence Abhinav Gunkonda  Advanced Data Analytics
Grant Thomas Gunnell*  Interdisciplinary Studies
Eric Moges Gwaro  Advanced Data Analytics
Andre Ledell Hampton*  Interdisciplinary Studies
Karen Renae Harker  Advanced Data Analytics
Rodney Savant Hawkins  Advanced Data Analytics
Ronesha D. Henderson  Advanced Data Analytics
Wilson McSpedden Hendricks  Advanced Data Analytics
Gilberto Hernandez Jr.*  Advanced Data Analytics
Tanicea L. Howard  Interdisciplinary Studies
Poorna Sai Teja Ikkurthi  Advanced Data Analytics
Veda Jenetty Immaraj  Advanced Data Analytics
Santhoshi Indrakanti  Advanced Data Analytics
Ramon Humberto Iturbe*  Interdisciplinary Studies
Poojith Reddy. Jakka  Advanced Data Analytics
Pavankumar Jasti  Advanced Data Analytics
Daniel Mitchell Johnson  Interdisciplinary Studies
LaDella Faye Jordan  Advanced Data Analytics - Management
Sai Charan Kaluri  Advanced Data Analytics
Krishna Sai Kumar Kanagala  Advanced Data Analytics
Phani Kumar Kandepi  Advanced Data Analytics
Susmitha Karedla  Advanced Data Analytics
Hannah Belle Katz  Advanced Data Analytics
Surya Teja Goud Keesara  Advanced Data Analytics
Maruthi Naga Manju Kalyani Kodali  Advanced Data Analytics
Saketh Chowdary Koduri  Advanced Data Analytics
Naga Praveena Kollipara  Advanced Data Analytics
Gagan Chowdary Kondapanoi  Advanced Data Analytics
Sowmya Kondeti  Advanced Data Analytics
Anvesh Konuru  Advanced Data Analytics
Anurupa Kopalli  Advanced Data Analytics
Venkata Bala Sekhar Korrapati  Interdisciplinary Studies
Vamsi Krishna Kurra  Advanced Data Analytics
Laxmi Sowjnya Laxmi Sowjnya  Interdisciplinary Studies - Applied Analytics
Triniti Binet Lemmons  Advanced Data Analytics
Marina T. Little  Advanced Data Analytics - Management
Winfred Macharia  Interdisciplinary Studies
Jordan Mackey*  Advanced Data Analytics
Venkata Akhil Madisa  Advanced Data Analytics
Penny Joe Magnness  Interdisciplinary Studies
Vani Maguluri  Advanced Data Analytics
Preethi Mahankali  Advanced Data Analytics
Upendo William Makali*  Interdisciplinary Studies
Murari Subrahmanyam Mamidibathula  Advanced Data Analytics
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To be included in the commencement program, students must have met the required deadlines and be approved to participate by October 20. Inclusion in the commencement program or participation in commencement ceremonies does not indicate completion of degree requirements or final awarding of the degree.
Department of Counseling and Higher Education

Doctor of Philosophy

Regine Ki Ki Chung*
Counseling
Major Professor: Deanne Ray
Dissertation: Child-Centered Play Therapy and Emotional and Behavioral Problems of Children on the Autism Spectrum

Victoria Lynn Cunningham*
Counseling
Major Professor: Angie Cartwright
Dissertation: The Lived Experiences of Resilient LGBTQIQ Emerging Adults Who have Histories of Complex Trauma

Masoud Juya
Higher Education
Major Professor: Veronica Baldwin
Dissertation: Collegiate Experiences of Female Undergraduate Students in an Afghan University

Carol Lorraine Quinn*
Counseling
Major Professor: Leslie Jones
Dissertation: Community College Presidents and Their Role in American Democracy: A Narrative Inquiry

Hailey Brierre Smith*
Counseling
Major Professor: Angie Cartwright
Dissertation: The Mentorship Experiences of Black Masters Students in CACREP-Accredited Counselor Education Programs

Department of Educational Psychology

Doctor of Philosophy

Samuel Wayne Earls
Educational Psychology - Gifted and Talented
Major Professor: Anne Rinn
Dissertation: Development and Characterization of Compliant Bioelectronic Devices for Gastrointestinal Stimulation

Eunkyoung Lee
Educational Psychology - Human Development and Family Science
Major Professor: Wendy Middleniss
Dissertation: Exploring the Association of Language Brokering and Parent-Child Relationship in Korean Immigrant Families

Department of Teacher Education and Administration

Doctor of Education

Ronald Dewayne Bragg
Educational Leadership
Major Professor: Barbara Pazey
Dissertation: Teacher Preparation Programs: A Critical View

Peter Braveboy
Educational Leadership
Major Professor: William Camp

Robyn Kaye Elliott
Educational Leadership
Major Professor: Darrell Hull
Dissertation: Teacher Perceptions of Innovative Learning Environments: Implications for Leaders

Alex Marquise Fingers*
Educational Leadership
Major Professor: Barbara Pazey
Dissertation: Self-Efficacy, Grit, and Their Relationship to the Black-White Achievement Gap

Angelica Brianna Fountain
Educational Leadership
Major Professor: Barbara Pazey
Dissertation: The Impact of Kindergarten Classroom Assignment on Classroom Teachers and Student Achievement

College of Biomedical Engineering

Doctor of Philosophy

Chandani Chitrakar
Biomedical Engineering
Major Professor: Melanie Ecker
Dissertation: Development and Characterization of Compliant Bioelectronic Devices for Gastrointestinal Stimulation

Jiafeng Liu*
Biomedical Engineering
Major Professor: Yong Yang
Dissertation: Engineering a Microfluidic Blood-Brain Barrier on a Silicon Chip

*Summer 2023 Graduate
**Department of Computer Science and Engineering**

**Doctor of Philosophy**

Ahmad Jamal M. Alkhodair*
Computer Science and Engineering
Major Professor: Sanjay Mohanty
Major Professor: Elias Kougioumas
*Dissertation: Scalable Next Generation Blockchains for Large Scale Complex Cyber-Physical Systems and Their Embedded Systems in Smart Cities

Syed Badruddoja*
Computer Science and Engineering
Major Professor: Ramanamurthy Dantu
Major Professor: Yanyan He
*Dissertation: Blockchain for AI: Smarter Contracts to Secure Artificial Intelligence Algorithms

Md Khorrorn Khan*
Computer Science and Engineering
Major Professor: Renee Bryce
*Dissertation: Reinforcement Learning-Based Test Case Generation with Test Suite Prioritization for Android Application Testing

Solomon Chisom Ubani*
Computer Science and Engineering
Major Professor: Rodney Nielsen
*Dissertation: Improving Communication and Collaboration Using Artificial Intelligence: An NLP-Enabled Pair Programming Collaborative-ITS Case Study

Kritagya Raj Upadhyay*
Computer Science and Engineering
Major Professor: Ramanamurthy Dantu
Major Professor: Yanyan He
*Dissertation: Paradigm Shift from Vague Legal Contracts to Blockchain-Based Smart Contracts

**Department of Electrical Engineering**

**Doctor of Philosophy**

Zhou Li
Electrical Engineering
Major Professor: Hua Sun
*Dissertation: Conditional Disclosure of Secrets and Storage over Graphs

Yizhou Zhao*
Electrical Engineering
Major Professor: Hua Sun
*Dissertation: On the Fundamental Limits of Secure Summation and MDS Variable Generation

**Department of Materials Science and Engineering**

**Doctor of Philosophy**

Mst Alpona Akhtar
Materials Science and Engineering
Major Professor: Seifollah Nasrzadani
Major Professor: Sundeep Mukherjee
*Dissertation: Thermodynamics, Kinetics and Mechanical Behavior of Model Metallic Glasses

**Department of Rehabilitation and Health Services**

**Doctor of Philosophy**

John Milas Alagood
Health Sciences - Applied Gerontology
Major Professor: Gayle Prybutok
*Dissertation: Use of Videoconference Technology in the Social Engagement of Older Adults by Aging-in-Place Organizations

**College of Health and Public Service**

Nicole Dash, Dean

**Department of Public Administration**

**Doctor of Philosophy**

Mohsen Mohammad A. Alattas*
Public Administration and Management
Major Professor: Hee Soun Jang
Major Professor: Yu Shi

Honore Emanuel Britton*
Public Administration and Management
Major Professor: Eric Krueger
*Dissertation: Housing and Jobs: Investigating the Geographic Variance of Housing Vouchers in Metropolitan Regions

Jin Tak Kim
Public Administration and Management
Major Professor: Hee Soun Jang
*Dissertation: Analyzing the Joint Effects of Network and Community Attributes on Network Performance: Evidence from Local Continuum of Care Homeless Service Networks

**Department of Information Science**

**Doctor of Philosophy**

Mohammed Abdullah I. Alamer*
Information Science - Consumer Behavior and Experience Management
Major Professor: Xi Leung
*Dissertation: The Role of Social Media Influencers in Saudis’ Domestic Destination Choice

Zachary James Zaecegni
Computer Science and Engineering
Major Professor: Kirill Morozov
Major Professor: Kameswara Rao Namaduri
*Dissertation: Using Blockchain to Ensure Reputation redibility in Decentralized Review Management

**Department of Mechanical Engineering**

**Doctor of Philosophy**

Pashupati Raj Adhikari*
Mechanical and Energy Engineering
Major Professor: Wonbong Choi
*Dissertation: High-Performance Cathode Design for Rechargeable Lithium-Sulfur Batteries and In-situ Investigation of Lithium Polysulfide Conversion under Extreme Conditions

Hossain Ahmed*
Mechanical and Energy Engineering
Major Professor: Seifollah Nasrzadani
Major Professor: Hamid Sadat
*Dissertation: Structural Design and Its Impact on Thermal Efficiency and Corrosion of All-Aluminum Microchannel Heat Exchangers

Yu Fu
Mechanical and Energy Engineering
Major Professor: Sheldon Shi
*Dissertation: Green Manufacturing of Lignocellulosic Fiber through Bacterial Degradation Process

**College of Information**

Kinshuk, Dean

**Department of Information Science**

**Doctor of Philosophy**

Monererah Abdulhameed M. Alboulayan
Information Science - Data Science
Major Professor: Victor Prybutok
*Dissertation: Cyber Addiction and Information Overload and Their Impact on Workplace Productivity

Sameer Mohammed S. Alqahsimi
Information Science - Cybersecurity
Major Professor: Victor Prybutok
*Dissertation: Social Exchange Theory in the Context of X (Twitter) and Facebook Social Media Platforms with a Focus on Privacy Concerns among Saudi Students

Anthony Thomas Fantasia*
Information Science - Data Science
Major Professor: Victor Prybutok
*Dissertation: Exposure to Trauma and Its Effect on Information-Seeking Behaviors and Decision-Making Processes

Sangyung Lee*
Information Science - Consumer Behavior and Experience Management
Major Professor: Suliman Hawamdeh
Major Professor: Young Hoon Kim
*Dissertation: An Examination of the Metaverse Technology Acceptance Model in Tourism

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Department of Music

**John Richmond, Dean**

**Doctor of Musical Arts**

**Fang Chen**
Performance - Viola
Major Professor: Susan Dubois

**Zhaodong Chen**
Performance - Piano
Major Professor: Steven Harlos
Dissertation: A Pedagogical Analysis of “Seven Chinese Folk Songs” by Wanghua Chu

**Soyoung Cho**
Performance - Piano
Major Professor: Adam Wodnicki

**Christa Marie Heimann**
Performance - Saxophone
Major Professor: Eric Nesler
Dissertation: Saxophone Instruction by Women: Experiences of Achieving the Rank of Full Professor at Post-Secondary Institutions in the United States

**Eric McIntosh Hitt**
Performance - Jazz Studies
Major Professor: Lynn Seaton

**Hanjun Lee**
Performance - Violin
Major Professor: Timothy Jackson
Major Professor: Philip Lewis

**Hyunjee Lee**
Performance - Flute
Major Professor: James Scott
Major Professor: Terri Sundberg
Dissertation: Guillaume Connesson’s “Le Rire de Sarai” (2001): Stylistic Analysis Focusing on His Eclecticism

**Jihye Lee**
Performance - Piano
Major Professor: Vladimir Viardo
Major Professor: Timothy Jackson
Dissertation: A Linear Analysis of Piano Sonata (1926) Sz.80 by Béla Bartók: The Genesis and Development of the Composition

**Haoyue Liang**
Performance - Piano
Major Professor: Vladimir Viardo
Major Professor: Kris Chesky
Dissertation: A Pedagogical Guide to the Twenty-Four Preludes for Piano, Op.67 (1814), by Johann Nepomuk Hummel

**Yuansi Liu**
Performance - Piano
Major Professor: Vladimir Viardo

**Natasha Merchant**
Performance - Oboe
Major Professor: Jung Choi

**Timothy Michael Owner**
Performance - Trombone
Major Professor: Steven Menard

**Ted Blake Powell**
Performance - Piano
Major Professor: Adam Wodnicki
Dissertation: Scriabin’s “Prometheus” (1910): Problems and Solutions in a Transcription for Solo Piano

**Jossecarlo R. Bocanegra**
Performance - Flute
Major Professor: Mary Karen Clardy
Dissertation: Sonorous Andean Landscapes: A Performance Guide for Guevara Ochoa’s “Yaravi, Danza y Huayno” (n.d) and Vivanco’s “Fantasia Andina” (c. 1908)

**Hilary Grace Taylor**
Performance - Voice
Major Professor: Carol Wilson
Dissertation: Are We Zwisch-ing Yet? An Examination of the Zwischenfach Voice Category and Selected Twenty-First Century American Arias

**Robert Michael Truan**
Performance - Conducting
Major Professor: Eugene Corporon
Major Professor: David Schwarz
Dissertation: Decoding Fantasy: An Analysis of Paquito D’Rivera’s “Caribbean Berceuse” (2021)

**Jeremiah L. Umholz**
Performance - Trombone
Major Professor: Tony Baker

**Makito Takei**
Political Science
Major Professor: Andrew Enterline
Dissertation: In Search of Audience Costs in International Relations: The Media, Personality, and Public Threats

**Kolies Elford Beebe**
Counseling Psychology
Major Professor: Trent Petrie
Dissertation: On the Frontline of Athlete Mental Health: The Mental Health Literacy of NCAA Coaches

**Wan-Ju Chao**
Counseling Psychology
Major Professor: Chiachi Wang
Dissertation: A Qualitative Investigation of Resilience among Collegiate Athletes Who Survived Childhood Maltreatment

**Elizabeth Leann Griffith**
Behavioral Science
Major Professor: Adriel Boals
Dissertation: An Examination of Communication Patterns, Relationship Satisfaction, and Mental Health Symptoms in IYF-Exposed Women With and Without a History of Child Abuse

**Heather Rose Kiefer**
Counseling Psychology
Major Professor: Trent Petrie
Dissertation: Graduation, Sport Retirement, and Athletic Identity: Moderating Effects of Social Support on Collegiate Athletes’ Life Satisfaction and Alcohol Use

**Olivia Alison Knizek**
Counseling Psychology
Major Professor: Patricia Kaminski
Dissertation: A Grounded Theory of Resilience among Elite Musicians Who Survived Childhood Maltreatment

**Allison Laajala**
Clinical Psychology
Major Professor: Sharon Jenkins
Dissertation: Exploring Exploratory Intimate Partner Violence Using Brief Expressive Writing Essays

**Andrea Milich Ortiz**
Clinical Psychology
Major Professor: Jennifer Callahan
Dissertation: The Competency Pipeline: Examining the Association of Doctoral Training with Early Career Outcomes

**James Richard Ramarushon**
Counseling Psychology
Major Professor: Patricia Kaminski
Dissertation: A Qualitative Investigation of Resilience among Collegiate Athletes Who Survived Childhood Maltreatment

**Samantha Lee Saldana**
Clinical Psychology
Major Professor: Jennifer Callahan
Dissertation: The Examination for the Professional Practice of Psychology (EPPP): An Examination of Criterion Validity

**Courtney Elise Sanders**
Clinical Psychology
Major Professor: Sharon Jenkins

**Gabrielle Alexa Weirbach**
Counseling Psychology
Major Professor: Chiachi Wang
Dissertation: A Cultural and Systemic Model of Sibling Aggression and Its Impact

**Irene Escobar-Galvez**
Clinical Psychology
Major Professor: Jennifer Callahan
Dissertation: Intergenerational Differences in Barriers that Impede Mental Health Service Use among Latinos

**Kaleb William Cusack**
Counseling Psychology
Major Professor: Trent Petrie
Dissertation: Self-Compassion, Body Satisfaction, and Eating Disorders in Male Collegiate Athletes: A Longitudinal Analysis

**Hyun-jee Lee**
Performance - Flute
Major Professor: James Scott
Major Professor: Terri Sundberg
Dissertation: Guillaume Connesson’s “Le Rire de Sarai” (2001): Stylistic Analysis Focusing on His Eclecticism

**Jihye Lee**
Performance - Piano
Major Professor: Vladimir Viardo
Major Professor: Timothy Jackson
Dissertation: A Linear Analysis of Piano Sonata (1926) Sz.80 by Béla Bartók: The Genesis and Development of the Composition

**Haoyue Liang**
Performance - Piano
Major Professor: Vladimir Viardo
Major Professor: Kris Chesky
Dissertation: A Pedagogical Guide to the Twenty-Four Preludes for Piano, Op.67 (1814), by Johann Nepomuk Hummel

**Yunshi Liu**
Performance - Piano
Major Professor: Vladimir Viardo

**Natasha Merchant**
Performance - Oboe
Major Professor: Jung Choi

**Timothy Michael Owner**
Performance - Trombone
Major Professor: Steven Menard

**Ted Blake Powell**
Performance - Piano
Major Professor: Adam Wodnicki
Dissertation: Scriabin’s “Prometheus” (1910): Problems and Solutions in a Transcription for Solo Piano

**Jossecarlo R. Bocanegra**
Performance - Flute
Major Professor: Mary Karen Clardy
Dissertation: Sonorous Andean Landscapes: A Performance Guide for Guevara Ochoa’s “Yaravi, Danza y Huayno” (n.d) and Vivanco’s “Fantasia Andina” (c. 1908)

**Hilary Grace Taylor**
Performance - Voice
Major Professor: Carol Wilson
Dissertation: Are We Zwisch-ing Yet? An Examination of the Zwischenfach Voice Category and Selected Twenty-First Century American Arias

**Robert Michael Truan**
Performance - Conducting
Major Professor: Eugene Corporon
Major Professor: David Schwarz
Dissertation: Decoding Fantasy: An Analysis of Paquito D’Rivera’s “Caribbean Berceuse” (2021)

**Jeremiah L. Umholz**
Performance - Trombone
Major Professor: Tony Baker

*Summer 2023 Graduate*
G. Brint Ryan College of Business  Marilyn Wiley, Dean

Doctor of Philosophy

M. A. Shariful Amin*
Business - Business Computer Information Systems
Major Professor: Chang Koh
Major Professor: Vess Johnson
Dissertation: Information Privacy and Security Associated with Healthcare Technology Use

Saad Mohammed Fahed Bani Hani
Business - Logistics Systems
Major Professor: Brian Sauser
Major Professor: Suman Niranjan
Dissertation: Understanding the Significance of Patient Empowerment in Health Care Services and Delivery

Janeth Gabaldon*
Business - Logistics Systems
Major Professor: Timothy Hawkins
Major Professor: Suman Niranjan
Dissertation: Behavioral Transportation: The Role of Psychological, Cognitive, and Social Factors in Distracted Driving Behavior

Brian Joseph Hiatt
Business - Logistics Systems
Major Professor: Sreek Hong
Dissertation: An Empirical Investigation of the Medical Supply Chain and Its Impact on Human Solid Organ Transplantation

Jason Michael Jordan*
Business - Accounting
Major Professor: Jesse Robertson
Major Professor: Jared Eutsler
Dissertation: The Effect of Social Norms on Client Responses to Audit Inquiries

Hojoong Kim
Business - Accounting
Major Professor: Lili Sun
Major Professor: Michael Neel
Dissertation: The Effect of Restructuring of Peer Firms on Investment

Himali Kiran Patil
Business - Logistics Systems
Major Professor: Suman Niranjan
Dissertation: Role of Additive Manufacturing in Restructuring Supply Chains

Kiran Sopandeo Patil*
Business - Logistics Systems
Major Professor: Divesh Ojha
Major Professor: Terrance Pohlen
Dissertation: Organizational Blockchain: Assimilation towards Supply Chain Pain Management and Collaboration

Projected Date of Graduation: Summer 2023

College of Science  John Quintanilla, Dean

Department of Biological Sciences

Doctor of Philosophy

Omar Paul Arias Gaguancela
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Major Professor: Kent Chapman
Dissertation: Fatty Acid Amide Hydrolases in Upland Cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L.) and the Legume Model Medicago truncatula

Jingya Cai*
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Major Professor: Rebecca Dickstein
Major Professor: Antonella Longo
Dissertation: Identification and Characterization of Genes Required for Symbiotic Nitrogen Fixation in Medicago truncatula Tnt1 Insertion Mutants

Alicia Danielle Dunton*
Biology
Major Professor: Warren Burggren
Dissertation: Neurotoxic Effects of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons in Vertebrates, from Behavioral to Cellular Levels

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Academic Regalia

Regalia traditions are beloved, timeless and span decades. Our graduates have earned the right to don regalia and adornments for the rest of their lives that reflect the dedication they have shown to their field and the love they have for their alma mater.

The custom of recognizing the accomplishments of scholars through distinctive dress, color and ceremony began in the Middle Ages and has been adopted by various academic institutions throughout the world. American academic regalia developed from the English traditions that originated at the University of Cambridge and the University of Oxford and has been in continuous use in this country since Colonial times.

Institutions of higher learning in the United States have adopted a system for identifying different academic degrees by use of specific gowns, hoods and colors. The baccalaureate (bachelor’s) gown is identified by long pointed sleeves. The master’s gown has a very long sleeve, closed at the bottom, and the wearer’s arm is placed through an opening in the front of the sleeve. Master’s gowns also are distinguished by green panels down the front of the gown. Doctoral gowns are distinguished by velvet panels around the neck and down the front of the gown. Three horizontal velvet bars on each sleeve also may mark the doctorate.

The colorful hoods worn by master’s and doctoral graduates represent the specific degree earned and the degree granting institution. Hoods for UNT are distinguished by a kelly-green-and-white chevron lining. The outside edge of the hood is bordered in a band of velvet that signifies the degree received. Among the degree colors are:

- White: Arts, Letters and Humanities
- Dark Green: Audiology
- Light Brown/Drab: Business
- Light Blue: Education
- Brown: Fine Arts
- Crimson/Red: Journalism
- Pink: Music
- Royal Blue: Philosophy
- Peacock Blue: Public Administration
- Gold: Science
- Citron: Social Work

The regalia variety worn by the deans reflects distinguishing customs from the universities from which they earned terminal degrees. Though the president and his cabinet don UNT regalia for these ceremonies, faculty members’ regalia represent the institutions from which they graduated.

Adornments

Several groups recognize their members and their achievements with the use of distinctive ribbons, pins, stoles, cords or pendants. These include honor societies that recognize academic excellence and promote scholarship, ethics and professionalism. Others are recognized as international students, first-generation students, veterans, those who have completed service or volunteer hour requirements, study abroad participants, fraternities and sororities, Eagle Ambassadors and Latin Honors, among others.
The UNT Alumni Association is here to celebrate and support you in your life as a graduate. Stay connected as you make your Mean Green mark on the world!

Our mission is to foster a lifelong spirit of belonging and pride by connecting alumni and friends to the University of North Texas and each other.

Change of address? Different email? New job? Tell us at UNTalumni.com so we can keep you connected to your community.